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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study vras to examine the

usefulness of CPM for planning and scheduling a school

building construction project. The study focused on the

advantages and. disadvantages of using CPl4. Selected

literature relating to systematic planning and control

techniques was revieu'ed and several methods were studied

and compared"

This was a case study of a 301000 square foot

add.ition¡ âs well as some renovations and conversions, to

an existing collegiate building at Ste" Rose du Lac,

Manitoba.

The contractorrs progress schedule, lvhich is

included, was converted into a CPIvI network diagram.

Although the networJ< diagram was not used as the main

schedule, it was used to compare the progress of the

project based on the contractor's conventional model"

The CPM d.iagram was also used to determine v¡hat advantages

vìzere to be gained from its use. Several interviews and

discussions were held with the architect and- general

contractor during which their findings and opinions were

sought" Both types of schedules were analyzed and

evaluated "

From the study it was determined and concluded:

(1) that there are distinct advantages to be

gained and benefits to be derived from Lhe use of
l_v



CPM in planning and scheduling a school building
consLruction project

(2) that various difficulties might have been

avoided if CPM had been applied

(3) that there are various reasons why CpM is not

used more widely by general contractors, and

(4) that there can be disadvantages to using CpM

if it is not well planned and properly administered.
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CHAPTER I

THE PROBLEM

INTRODUCTION

School officials can experience various types of

difficulties if school building construction projects are

not planned carefully and adequately" These difficulties

can be the result of several factors including: inaccurate

information used. in planning; bad breaks during a project;

mishandling of responsibilities by subord.inates; and

unusual developments" Whatever the causes, the results

are generally the same: frustrations and cost over-runs"

To deal with these frustrations and to prevent

higher costs the project manager must be able to monitor a

project at any stage and be able to determine progress in

relation to his plan at all times. Unless he knows just

how his project is progressing, he may readily find himself

in a position rnrhere he may not be able to recapture lost

time, even with the allocation of extra resources.

Two systematic management and control techniques

have been developed. which will enable the project manager

to monitor the implementation of plans. They are the

Program Evaluation and Review Technique (PERT) and the

Critical Path Method (CPM) . Both have demonstratecl their

effectiveness "
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PERT was devised to minimize production c1e1ays,

interruptions and conflicts" rts purpose is to co-ordinate
and- synchronize the various parts of the overall job and to
permit work that ís orderly and controlred. rt is a method

of scheduling and budgeting resources so as to accomplish a

job on schedule. PERT was developed with an emphasis on the

control of time, and less concern for resources than cpM"

Tt is especially suited for dealing with non-repetitive
or one of a kind projects.

CPM was designed for the purpose of planning,

sched.uling and controlling time and rêsources, both of which

are very important considerations to administrators. Tt is
particularly useful when dealing with a repetitive type of
project, where past experience can be an invaluable guide"

CPM can be used to deal with various types of
problems. It is different from conventional project
control methods in that it separates the planning and

scheduling functions. The CPM involves four phases:

1" Planning: the clear identification and

definition of all component activities and the

arrangiement of them in a logical sequence,

2. Scheduling: the development of detailed work

schedules for each activity which incorporate the

best allocation of resources and identifies those

sequences of activities which may hinder the

successful completion of the whole project,
3. Monitoring: the periodic, timely review of
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the actual completion of individual activities in
comparison with their scheduled completion, and

4" ForeCasting and replanning: the prediction of
the influence of past actuar complet.ion data on future
performance in such a manner as to facilitate effective
replanning of activities still to be performed..

The differences (which will be dealt with in m.ore

detail in chapter 2) between the two are important. CpM

brings in costt it also places the user on firmer ground"

This study examined the usefulness of CpI{ in
planning and scheduling school building construction.

PURPOSB

The purpose of this study was to assess the

usefulness of CPM for planning and scheduling a school

building construction project. This study focused on

the advantages and disadvantages of using CpM.

To determine these advantages and disadvantages

the following questions líere considered:

1. Can the cost of planning and implementing

CPM be justified by the results of its use?

2" What benefits, if âny, are there to be derived

from breaking down the various activities involved. in
a construction project into a network diagram?

3. Can CPM assist in dealing with problems and

avoiding difficulties that may arise?

4 " What are the implications f or the respectj-ve



parties involved in a project to which cpM is applied?

5 " Can CPM enhance the setting of realistic
deadline dates and length of urork units? Tf so¡ is
there any value to be derived from doing so?

6 " Are there any decided advantages to using CpM

as opposed to a conventional schedule?

7. Are there any disadvantages to be suffered by

utilizj-ng CPM?

STGNIFTCANCE

This study has both practical and theoretical value.
The practical value lies in the solution school Divisions
may fínd. to the common problem experienced in school

building construction"

At present, many School Divisions experience

prolonged delays in construction projects. rt is apparent

that more effective controls must be exercised over planning

and scheduling of school building construction. unress

these controls are exercised and bring about positive
results, prolonged delays in construction, along with their
resulting costs, will invariably continue.

School officials, architects and contractors are

seeking means to improve management controls. Failure to
utilize availabre resources properry can resurt not only

in inconveniences caused by delays, but also in associated

costs such as: preparing for and. holding staggered sessions

in existing schoors; renting other space; ad-ministrator's
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tíme; and. de1a1's in enjoying advantages of certain programs"

In addition to the above costs, there is danger of
misdirecting extra. resources (extra manpower or finances)

to areas of a project that may not be critical or that may

not enhance the chances of completing a building within a

scheduled period of time. Tt is onry through proper planning

and periodic review by means of some technique like cpM that
r,,üe can ensure best utilization of extra resources, A good

management technique should assist in predicting trouble
spots and in alleviating problems arising from them.

The theoretical value of this study lies in the fact
that few, if any, studi-es have assessed cpM. There are only

exhortations available, but no actual case studies to see

how CPM can work in particular situations.

DESIGN OF STUDY

This stud.y was a case study designed to

illustrate and assess the application of CpM to school

building construction. The case dealt with a 30/000

square foot add.ition to the high school at ste. Rose du Lac,

in the Turtle River school Dívision Number 32" The ad.dition

provides three teaching areas of a semi-open area type,

three laboratories, a Home Economics room, a gymnasium,

a conventional type classroom and a resource centre. The

existing gymnasium was converted into an Industrial Arts

area while three existing crassrooms were developed into a

Business Education centre. The existing facility plus the



addition cover over 40r000 square feet and. accommod.ate

approximately 400 students in grades seven through twelve.

The presentation and analysis of information is
in three stages:

1. Initial Stage. The original plan and schedule

as submitted by the contractor is described and

translated into a network diagram. CpM is also

d.escribed and illustrated and then both techniques

compared 
"

2. Actual Stage. This involves describing

what reaI1y happened as the project progressed and

indicates why it became necessary to replan in order

to meet the anticipated. completion date "

3. Review Stage. This features a comparison of

the first two stages to det.ermine the value that
may be derived from the use of each type of schedule"

The evaluation is based on the actual findings along

with the opinions of the contractor and archit.ect as

reflected in the interviews carried out with them.

and the correspond.ence exchanged.

When this stud.y was first being considered it becam.e

evident that it required the involvement and co-operation

of both the architect and general contractor. Mr"

H. A" Perrin, architect, then of Vüinnipeg¡ Manitoba and

now of Victoria, British Columbia, and Mr" W. Hoffman, of

Hoffman Construction of Minnedosa, Manitoba, expressed their

interest and gave their consent to co-operate in this
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proj ect 
"

At the beginning of the building project the
contractor submitted an estimated progress and time schedule.

This estimate was based on his experience in the field. As

the building project progressed a record of activities and

events was kept. This made it possible to compare completion
dates, to identify reasons f or variance and to d.escrilce

what steps were taken in an attempt to overcome difficulties.
This study was based on manual calculations; a

computer was not used.

LÏMÏTATTONS

This study was based on a single case and. on one

cPM estimate of project time and cost. This limited the

generalizability of the find.ings.

This study was confined essentially to the

building stage rather than the total scope of construction
which would have included the prebuilding phase. Although

the prebuilding phase of a project may be more easily
scheduled and time controlled., this ftây, hovrever, have

limited the conclusions drawn.

The application of the CpM technique was restricted
to school building construction. The results may not apply

to other types of schoor programs, for example, programming

and maintenance.

The rural setting of the project in this case study

might have had certain implications that are unique to rural
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areas and might not be applicable to urban setLings, that is
availability of trades and. proximity to sources of supply"

ASSUMPTIO¡TS

This study was based on the following assurnptions:

1" This project is a typical one of school

construction.

2" The suggested or initial time schedule

provided by the contractor is also a typical one based-

on experience"

3 " The architect and contractor would continue

their support of this study to the completion of the

construction project.

DELÏMTNTATIONS

This study concerned. itself basically with time

and resou.rces since direct capital cost of school buildings,
as a ruIe, is established before construction cofirmences.

ft was based on one cost estimate onry; cpM was not used

to generate alternative cost estimates.

DEFINTTION OF TERMS

For the purpose of this study the following
definitions will apply:

Project Network; This is a graphical representation of a

project plann showing the interrelationships among the

various activities that form parts of a total project. Tt



is formed by depicting activities as arrows and events as

nodes" When time est.imates have been added to a network,

it may be used as a project schedule.

CPM: The Critical Path Method is a project planning and

control technique that involves d.eveloping a network model;

the longest path through the model is known as the critical
path of events" The critical path is the longest chain of

events required to be completed in a project and is the

longest minimum time of the whole project. fn other words,

the critical path is that series of activities which

indj-cates the most time consuming path through the project.
It can, in some cases, be shortened by increasing the

resources, but not likely without increasing the cost.

Initial Time Schedule: The term "initial schedule" refers
to the submission made by the contractor, estimating the

time he felt would. be required to complete each of the

actj-vities of the project" It ind.icates those activities
that overlap and others that can be carried. on concurrently.

Milestone: Thj-s is a term used to identify certain stages

in a project, indicating completion of an activity or job,

It enabl-es the manager to identify v¡hat phase a project

is at and thus serves as a checkpoint.

ORGANÏZATION

Chapter 2 presents a critical review of some

selected literature. It deals briefly with the conventìona1

progress schedule and the Gantt Method " This is followed
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by a brief history of cpM and pERT and their related.

characteristics" rt then goes on to compare cpl4 and PERT,

describe their application and discuss their lim-itations.
Chapter 3 inclu.des a discussion of the different

stages of plannirg, a glossary of terms commonly used, basíc

ground rules applicable to CpM, and the development of a

sample network.

Chapter 4 contains a copy of the original plan and

schedule as submitted by the contractor. This in turn is
converted into a network diagram which is included, and

both types of schedules are compared.

Chapter 5 features a review of what actually
happened during the building phase, what difficulties were

encountered and what modifications had to be made to the

original plan" Included in this chapter are also evaluative

comments and an analysis of the events.

Chapter 6 contains a discussion of the major

findings.

Chapter 7 concludes the study with a general

summary of the major findings, the conclusions drawn,

a number of recoûtmendations, and several suggestions for
further study.
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REVÏEW OF LTTERATURE

Management has, over the years, experienced

continual difficulties in the execution of projects

without. over-extending either cost or time limitations.
Most projects are started well after the need has been

established, seeming to follow the whimsy, "if ftd wanted

it tomorro\d, Ird have asked for it tomorrow." School

Business Officials charged with the responsibility of
construction of school buildings are constantly faced with
this problem -- how to assure the completion of construction

on a certain date previously estimated and. established.

There is general agreement that a large majority
of school projecLs are not completed on time. Much of this
is d.ue to the fact that the usual method of checking

progress is either inadequate or the information is lacking.

Under such conditions there is a tendency to increase the

time for the completion of a school building, and when a

mj-nor delay does occur, to again extend the time scheduled

for completion" If Lhe delay is the contractorts fault,

he will generally offer many excuses by either blaming the

Board or one of the other prime contractors. It is rea11y

not important whose fault it may be; what is important

is to be able to identify where delays may be or are

occurring and to overcome these before it is too late.
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careful planning may enable management to overcome

these difficurties and to achieve some frexibility in
re-allocating time and resources. Further, it is quite
obvious that unless management can identify possj-bIe delays

and resolve these difficulties, it can be caught completely

unawares " Effective planning and control techniques are

apparent solutions to such problems.

Ifuch has been written over the years with regard

to the different techniques that have been developed in an

attempt to overcome the difficulties experienced in project
management" Yet it was until very recently that each

project manager had only his own scheme which he adapted to
his own purpose; there was no generally accepted formal

procedure to draw on" Hor,vever, a number of techniques

have evolved. since Vüorld V'/ar I, and now seem ready for
general application.

While chapter 3 will present a detailed description
of CPM, along with examples of its use, this chapter will
briefly summarize and analyze the origin, characteristics,
applications and -advantages and disadvantages of four such

techniques, namely: conventional progress schedule; Gantt;

PERT; and CPM" It will deal with: (1) the conventional

progress schedule, (2) the Gantt Method, (3) network

techniques, (4) PERT, (5) CPM, (6) a comparison of CpM

and PERT, (7) applications of CPIrÍ and PERT, and (B) some

limitations of the two techniques.
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CONVENTIONAL PROGRESS SCHEDULE

The conventiona-l progress schedule is a basic
planning and control technique that has been used by

project managers over the years. There is no specific
format. that is generally folrowed and it is usually ad.apted

by the user to fit his own needs.

It is comprised mainly of a listing of dates or

times for the various phases of a project. There is very

little breakd.own of the activities which comprise the

project and. quite often an overlap of the various jobs wíth

respect to the time during which they are to be carried out"

The activities are listed only in general terms rather than

broken down into specific tasks"

The conventional progress schedule is less

sophisticated than the Gantt chart. It does not give any

graphic representation of the requirements to be fulfilled
let alone suggest any diagram for a network. In essence it
is merely a listing of the requirements as conceived by the

project manager, matched. with anticipated dates during which

these requirements will be fu1filled and completed"

The progress schedule has certain advantages " The

ease of preparation is perhaps the main one. Since it is
basically a listing of the main activities as envisioned

by the project manager or the general contractor, it does

not require the detailed planning essential to more

sophisticated. techniques. The time required to prepare

such a schedule would be very minimal as compared to one
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like CPM. It does not require the expertise of inter-
pretation as would be necessary for a more scientific
technique,

Its main disadvantage is its limitations. It d.oes

not enhance the ease of monitoring progress or identifying
specific responsibilities. With the use of the progress

schedule, these functions have to be carried out

intuitively. It also becomes more difficult to identify
potential trouble spots and to ensure the smooth flow of

the necessary materials required"

The conventional progress schedule is, however, still
quite widely used. Tt may well be suited to smaller projects

where control can be "at a glance", but its application is
questionable in larger and more sophisticated projects.
Its continued and rather wide use may be partially due to

contractors' reluctance to depart from a method that has

served them for many years, and perhaps equally so

attributed- to the unfamiliarity with and apprehension of

more modern techniques.

THE GANTT METHOD

The Gantt method, the first modern project planning

technique, was developed in the context of a World I¡lar I
military requirement" The procedure was designed to

control the time element of a project" It basically
depicted work to be done (in a bar graph) but did not denote

the interrelationships among all the phases of thís work.
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Levin and Kirkpatrickl argue that the Gantt method had

severe limitations. Even though it could show the relation-
ship between two specific mirestone events within a specific
task, it failed to indicate any relationship between

milestone events in the different tasks.2 Nor could the
Gantt chart answer such questions as: I¡lhat would be the

effect on the overall project completion date if a specific
activity were delayed by x weeks? How much would it cost to
reduce the overall time of completion by y weeks? What

would be the probability of attaíning a given schedule?3

Morris Liebeskind reinforces this claim when he says

that the Gantt chart has been a failure in its use as an

accurate and workable construction schedule. He says that
the Bar Diagram (Gantt) is nothingi more than a number of
lines with a list of dates, showing when each major operation

will start and the date when it will be completed. This is
virtually of no use to the school officiar or contractor,
as a tool that will indicat.e actual progress. Everything

from it is a matter of implication and speculation.
fnterrelationships and co-ordination cannot be indicated.
It is woefully inadequate as an instru-ment for use on

1_.-Rj-chard J. Levin and Charles A. Kirkpatrick,
Planning and control with qqBTlcpM (New york: McGraw Hill

2_-._-Ibid", p" 4"
a'H. W" Hand.y and K.

for Educational Management
M. Hussain, Network Analysis
(Bnglewood c1ffil1
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change orders¿ assessment

lawsuits and mod.ification

Iíquidated damages, claims,
-1scnedules "

NETWORK TECHNTQUES

with the limitations of the Gantt method the need

arose for other planning and control techniques " This need

led to the development of the network diagram technique

r,vhich is essentially an outgrowth of the bar graph. l4oder

and Phillips say that:
The important features of a project network tha_t are
designed to correct the deficiencies of the bar graph
are that: (1) the dependencies of the actívities upon
each other are noted explicitly, and (2) more detailed
d.efinition of activities is made " 

2

Desmond Cook identifies the first step for network

systems as that of determining the project objectives.
That having been done, the elements of the total project
are identified and placed in some type of hierarchical
order" Once the project definition phase involving
analysis has been completed, the v¡ork breakdown structure
prepared, the process of synthesis accomplished through

the network procedure, and the time estimates completed,

the essential steps of project planning have been

accomplished. The result is a plan for the future -- a

't*Morris Liebeskind, "Critical path Methodr', Design
and Construction of School Buildings (Bethesda, Md.:
E R I C Document Reproduct.ion Service, ED 020 624,1965),
p.155.

)-Joseph J" Moder and Cecil R. philIips, project
Managemqnt r,l¡i!þ CPM and PERT., 2nd ed. (New york:-Va-ñ-
Nostrand Reinhold Company, L970) , p. 7 "

of

of
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netvvork representation of the project tasks as they are to
be accomplished in ord.er to achieve the project objective.

This plan then provides us with a means of managing the

project to ensure the various tasks are being completed

in proper sequence and that we are staying on our time
,1

target. *

The network diagram, which is the graphical

representation of the project made up by combining the

various component activitj-es (the complete development

which is illustrated in chapter 3), can prove invaluable

to a project manager. The following are just a few of

its advantages:

(1) it breaks down a project into its component

parts, thus making the project much more manageable

(2) it shows the interrelationships between and

amongi various activities
(3) it sensitizes management to potential trouble

spots

(4) it serves as a visual aid to the planner

(5) it forces the planner to be logìg¿1, and

(6) it facilitates the communication process

since plans are portrayed in a graphic manner

In one sense the network is only a graphical

't-Desmond L" Cook, Better Project Planning and
Control Through the Use of ment

Service ED 019 729, 1967), p" L2"
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representation of a project plan which may have previously
existed in some other form -- in t.he minds of the project
supervisors' in a narrative report t or in some other form

such as a bar chart. rn practice, however, the preparation
of the network usually influences the actual planning
decisions and results in a plan that is more comprehensive,

contains *orå detail and is often different from the
original thoughts about how the project should proceed.

Thus the construction of a network often becomes an

aid to and an integral part of project planning rather than

an after-the-fact graphicar exercise. rnd_eed the planning
stage has proven to be the most beneficiar part of the
critical path applica.tions.l users often make significant
improvements over their original ideas and do a better job

of early co-ordj-nation with other groups associated with
the project. The end result is a documented plan that has

strong psychological effects on the future management of
the project. rt demonstrates to the key personnel the
co-ordination and timeliness of all project activíties and

that means of closely monitoring these factors has been

drafted "

1_-Joseph J" Moder and Cecil R.
Management vrith CPM and pERT, 2nd. ed.

, Lg7O) ,

Phillips, Project
(tlew York:-
p" 2r"
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PERT

Although the network concept was developed- in an

evolutionary \,,/ay over many years, it was not until 1958

when the united states special projects office was faced

with the challenge of producing the polaris missile system

in record time, that PERT was developed.l The polaris

project involved approximately 250 prime contractors and

at least 9r000 sub-contractors; it required. very systematíc

contror to accomplish the immense task of co-ordinating arl
the activities " The challenging responsibility of
developi-ng a control technique was assigned to Lockheed

Aircraft corporation (príme contractor of polaris) , the Navy

Special Projects Office, and the consulting firm of Booz,

Allen and Hamilton.2

In the development of the Polaris system, time rvas

the crucial variable. Regarding costs, one can only assume

that cost varies directly with timei on this premise PERT

can also control cost. However, in many instances a

speed-up can be much costlier than would be resultant from

a less concentrated effort"
A method had to be developed. which would allow

management to co-ordinate the efforts of all the firms, to

anticì-pate the occurrence of bottlenecks, to forecast with

reasonable certainty the extent to which target dates would

rrbid", p.
2rbid., p.

5.

6.
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be met, and to channel the efforts of literally hundreds of
thousands of persons into a finished operational weapon.

PERT evolved to meet these objectiv.".l
One of the principal features of PERT is a

statistical treatment of uncertainty in the performance

time of activities. rt enables management to determine the
probability of meeting scheduled dates at various stages

of a given project. PERT also emphasizes the control phase

of project management by requiring various forms of project
status reports. Arthough the function of the original PERT

team was to control time, the technique has now been extend-
ed into involving the planning and controlling of costs.2

CPM

cPM grew out of a joint effort initiated. in rg57 by

du Pont and Remington Rand. univac. The objective of the
team was to determine how best to reduce the time required.

to perform routine of plant overhaul, maintenance and

construction. The essence of their interest was to deter-
mine the optimum trade-off between time (project duration)
and total cost" what this reaIly amounted to was determin-
ing the duration of a project which minimizes the sum of the

1_.-Richard J. Levin and- Charles A" Kirkpatrick,
Planning and Control with pë¡lq/CpM (New york: McGraw HiIl

2_-Joseph J" Moder and Cecil R. phillipso project
Management with CPM and pERT, 2nd ed. (trlew york:-

, l-g7}), p. 6.
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direct and indirect costs, where the direct costs u¡ould

include labour and materials and where the indirect costs
might include such items as supervision and cost of time

lost to shutdown.l

Moder and phillips categorize the leading features
of CPM under five main headings"

1. P1anning. Control path methods first require
the establishment of project objectives and specifica-
tions and then provide a realistic and disciplined
basis for determining how to meet these objectíves, with
due consideration given to pertinent time and resource

constraints. It not only red.uces the risk of over-

looking tasks which are necessary to complete a project
but it also provides a realistic way of conducting more

long-range planning of projects, including their
co-ordination at all levels of management. unless this
is done, it may be reasonable to question how much may

be taken for granted or overlooked, which may come to
haunt management later.

2" Communication. Critical path methods can provide

a crear and concise way of documenting and communicating

project p1ans, schedules and time and cost performance.

3. Psychol-ogical, The critical path method, if
properly developed and applied, can create and promote

a team feeling. It can be useful in establishing

lt¡ia 
"
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interim schedule objectives that are most meaningful to
operating personnel and i-n the delineation of the

various responsibil-ities. rt can, however, lose value
if used as a weapon against any of its participants.
fts greatest potential lies in projects with several
prime contractors, each jealous of his own ríghts, and.

unr,villing to subordinate his schedule to any of th.e

others.

4. Control" By identifying the most critical
elements in the plan, the critical path method

facilitates the application of the principle of
management by exception, It focuses attention on

the 10 202 of project activities that are most

constraining on the schedule; it enables the manager

to define schedules; and it shows the effects of
technical and procedural changes on the overall
schedule" CPM enables the manager to monitor the

progress of the project at any given stage. This in
turn can provide the opportunity for "tradingi off" time

and cost and applying these trade-offs to critical areas.
(A critical area being defined as one that can deray the

completion date of the whole project).
5. Training. Crit.ical path method.s can be useful

in training nev,r management and in ind.octrinating

other personnel that may be connected_ with a project
from time to time" It is agreed. that experienced

and supportive personnel can improve on their
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functioning by the use of this technique.l
cPM may be defined as a technique which will assist

school building officials to visualize the entire con-

structj-on project clearry u so that immediate decisions
can be made which rn¡ill be in the best interests of the
Board" This technique breaks d-own all the steps in the

design and construction of a school building and arranges

them into a specific logical order which takes into
consideration the interrelationships and co-ordination of
all parties" The monitoring and analysis of the progress

reports which list all the activities, provide a basis
for determining delays r so that decisions can be made

accordingly 
"

fn the planning stages of a new school buildi.g, an

additionr or a modernization project, every step can be

scheduled from the inception of the project to the

completion of the building" All such scheduling and then

the analysis of progress can be carried out by the use of
CPM techniques.2

1tbid. o p, r-B .

2--"Morris Liebeskind.r "Critical path Methodr',
and Conslrucåion of School Buildings (eethesda, I4d.

ice, ED O2O eZ+ ,p. 153 
"

Design

1965) ,
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A COMPARTSON OF CPM AND PERT

rt is important to note that both cpM and PERT are
forms of project networking_, and. although developed
separately and apart from each other, that there are
d.istinct similarities between them. of their own devefop-
ment Moder and phillips write:

ft was not until LgsT r95B that project networkingwas formally defined concurrently Ëy two researchteams, one d.eveloping pERT and tfre ótfrer CpM.I

They go on further to say:

rn pioneering PERT and cpM the groups did not knowof each otherrs existence until-eu.riy in 1g5g, whenthe momentum of each effort was too great to infruencethe other" However, the undçrlying basis for both isthe project network diagram. z -

In his first volume of
control Martino reinforces this when he writes:

The basic elements of PERT and. cpM are a network anda critical path. The network is a model of thã projectas a whole, created by linking together arrovrsrepresenting specific jobs which must be done. Thetile.required to perfoim each job is used to find thecritical path, which is the loñgest chain from aproject's-beginning to its compíeti";;5-"
Although cpM is not unrike PERT with relation to

time, cPM adds a consideration of cost. Levin and

Kirkpatrick point out that cpM makes two fund.amental

1_-Joseph J. Moder and Cecil R" phillips, project
¡tanaqement wilh CgM and pERT , 2nd, ed. (New york:-
Van , i-'}TO), p. 5.

2rbid. , p. 6.
3n. L. Martino, project Managelnent and_ Control,vol. 1: Finding_the C_rit '

Press fn

I

tì
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departures from pERT:

I " cpM brings the concept of cost into the planning
and control process¿ and

2" The cpM user is assumed to be on firmer ground

when estimating the time required for the performance

of each activity.I
These two differences can be significant in the case

of a building construction project" Through repeated

experi-enceo fairly accurate time and. cost estimates can be

mad.e and each activity performance can be treated in a

deterministic manner" This is unlike dealing with
uncertainties in non-repetitive projects (e"g. polaris),
which can only be approached in a probablistic manner"

Moreover Robert Miller concedes that one of the short
comings of PERT is that it deals in the time domain onry.2
He goes on to say that PERT is used most effectively in the
area in which no two programs are ever exactly the same and

no two individuals will have exactly the same approach to
the.development of a network,3 Thus is becomes evident
that cPM is the more logical choice for school building
construction.

1_.-Richard J. Levin and Charles A" Kirkpatrick,
Planning and control with pERT/cpM (New york: McGraw Hirl

.

2-Robert Miller "How to plan and Control with
PERTT" in New Deci-sion-Makinq Tools for }lanaqers, ed:
Eor,varo c. BursK and John F . Chapman (New york: The New
American Library, 1963), p. 106"

3_. . -tÞl_o.

ll

È-
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Levin and Kirkpatrick support these arguments when

they say that:

when tíme can be estimated fairly well and rvhencosts can be calculated in advance, CpM may wellrepresent the better of the two alternative control
methods " on the other hand when there is an extreme
d.egree of uncertainty and when control over time
outweighs control over costs, pERT or one of its
variants may v,iell represent the better choice.l

To illustrate the major difference in the use of the tv¿o

techniques Levin and Kirkpatrick contrast as an example two

firms, a construction company with a research and deverop-

ment company" An intelligent estim,ator for a construction
company can give accurately an estimated cost and time

figures on the basis of this type of work being done before.
On the other hand, a project director of a recently
launched spacecraft is involved with v¡ork never done before

and. the range of possibre technical problems is so immense

that time estimates may be little more than guesses.2

While a manager of a research project might prefer
and be required to control time only and be in a position to
let costs go uncontrolled, this is something that a con-

struction company can ill afford to do" By using the

Critical Path L{ethod to identify possible trouble spots

with relation to time, the construction company could

redirect its resources in such a manner that neither time

't*Richard J" Levin and Charles A.
Planning and Control with PëETÆPM (New

Kirkpatrick,
York: IlcGraw Hill

2r¡ia.
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nor cost are likely Lo suffer.

APPLICATION OF PERT AND CPM

Explicit in both techniques and fundamental to
them are three managerial functions:

1. Planning. The listing of tasks or jobs that
must be performed and determining requirements of
materials, equj_pment and manpower. In this phase

estimates of costs and durations for the various jobs

are also made.

2" Scheduling, The laying out of actual jobs in
the time order in which they have to be performed and

calculating manpower and. materia.l resources required.

as well as expected completion time of each of these
jobs 

"

3. control_. This managerial function which begins

with reviewing the differences between schedule and.

actual performance and analyzing and correcting these

differences as the project progresses. The analysis
and correction of these differences forms the basic
aspect of control.1

Research and development programs range from pure

research to design and productíon engineering. while
PERT is most useful in the middle of this spectrum,

1_-Jerome D. Wiest and Ferdinand K" Levy, A
Managgment 9uide to PERT/CpM (Englewood Cliffs: -
Prentice Hall Incorporated, l-970), p. 3.

.-ì
.,Èi-
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variations of it are being used in the production end.

PERT is not particularly suited to pure research, and

perhaps should be avoided as it may stifle ingenuity and

imagination, both of which are the keystones of success

in pure research.

CPM is basically concerned with obtaining the

trade-off between cost and completion date for projects.
rt emphasizes the relationship betv¿een applying more men

or other resources to shorten the duration of given jobs

in a project and the increased. cost of these additional
resources. with cPM the amount of time needed to complete

various facets of a project is assumed to be known with
some certainty; moreover, the relation between the amount

of resources employed and the time needed to complete the

project is also assumed known, Thus while CpM is not

concerned with uncertain job times PERT deals with time-
cost trade-offs " Because of these differences PERT is
used more in research and d.evelopment projects while cpM

is used in projects such as construction, where there has

been some experience in handling similar endeavout".l

Despite the fact that maintenance and shutdown

procedures (trre area in which cpM was initially developed)

continue to be productive areas for applicatj_on of CpM,

constructj-on type projects continue to be able Lo evaruate

alternate project plans and resource assumptions on paper

lruia. p. z.

\
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rather than in mortar and bricks.l

Although widely diverse kind.s of projects lend

themselves to analysis by either PERT or CPI4, the

construction industry has several well defined characteris-

tics that make it especially suited to such analysiso v¡ith

CPM being the J-ogical choice" Three such characteristics

are:

1" Construction projects consist of well defined

jobs t ot activities, which when completed, mark the

end of the Project.
2" The jobs may be started or stopped

independently of each other, within a given sequence"

3. The jobs are ordered, that is, they must be

performed in technological sequence"2

In addition to the numerous application

possibilities, is should be emphasizecl that once a

technique is chosen, it should be very useful for monitor-

ing and control.

LIMÏTATÏONS OF CP}4 AND PERT

Some practitioners who have

applying the CPM and PERT models to

had the experience

project management

of

1_-Joseph J" Moder and Cecil R. Phillips'
Manasement wilh CPM and PERT, 2nd ed. (New York:

T970) , p" L7 
"

2_.Jerome D" Vüiest and Ferdinand K. Levy,
Management Guide to PERT/CPM (Englewood Cl-iffs:

1970), pp. 2 - 3.

Proj ect
Van

A
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claim that there are definite limitations of their u.ser

based. on the assumptions v¡hich underly each one of them"

Let us examine three of these assumptions and their
implications:

I" That a project can be subdivided into a set

of predictable, independent activities" While it. is not

unreasonable to assume that the activities of which a

project is comprised can be known beforehand in such

projects as building construction, it is not necessarily

true for research and developmental projects 
"

2" That the precedence relationships of project

activities can be completely represented by a graph ín

which each activity connects d.irectly to its successor "

Although for many types of projects (of v¡hích building
construction is again a prime example) this may be valid;

there are situations such as research where not all
precedence relationships can be determined before the

project begins since some activities may be contingent

upon the outcome of previous ones.

3. That activity times may be estimated" Once

again these can be assumed fairly accurately in construction

but much less so in projects like research and one-of-a-

kind projects for which there has been no precedence.l

The above considerations u¡oul-d tend to ind.icate that since

CPM is more suited to building construction, and while so

1..

a

L

lr¡ia, pp . L27 L2g.
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applied., its limitations would be lesser than those

associated with the use of PERT as applied. to one of a kind

projects 
"

fn a more general wây, notr,r¡ithstanding the

numerous advantages of a project network, it is not to say

that a project cannot and v¡itl not fail. Desmond Cook

expresses two basic ideas: (1) that management systems are

designed to provide information, and (2) that the decision

making operation is lef t to the manager.l L",ry and Vtiest

support this premise by saying that when urisely used by a

project manager who understands the strengths and

Iímitatj-ons of project networking, the technique can be an

effective amplifier of his managerial ski11s.2 It follows

then from these basic ideas that systems are primarily
aimed at facilita-ting the control funcLions of a given

manager's job, not doing it for him. It is a tool useful

to planning but does not plan in and of itself" Cook

contends that 'nIt will only reflect the degree of planning

that is present in the minds of the planners."3 Miller

1_-Desmond L" Cook, Better Pss;þc't. Planning and
Contrgl Thrgugh the Use_of meng
Techniques (Bethesd.a, Md.: E R f C Document Reprod.uction
Service Ed. 019 729, 1967), p. 6.

2_-Jerome D. Wiest and. Ferdinand K. Levy, A
Management Guide to PERT/CPM (Englervood Cliffs:
Prentj-ce HaI1 Incorporated, L970) , p" 136,

3_-Desmond L" Cook, PERT Applications in Educational
Planning (Bethesda, Md.: U

Service Ed. 019 75I, L966) , p. 11"
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reinforces this clairn by saying that: ',the usefulness of
new management controls is no greater than the ability of
management to act on the informa.tion revealed. "l cpM is
not a cure-all but a technique which, if applied properly,
can be a very useful aid.

CONCLUSION

In this chapter an attempt has been made to provide

a review of some of the literature related- to managerial

techniques and control tools. fn so d.oing the strengths and

weaknesses of the three techniques have been discussed- along

with the applications and limitations of network techniques.

The following chapter will provide a more detailed
díscussion of cPM and. application of the technique. rn the

d.iscussion will be includ.ed the related concepts, terms,

definitions and mathematical rules. To illustrate these two

hypothetical problems will be used, with a solution for each"

1-Robert Mi1ler, "How to plan and Control with
PERT." in New Decision-l4aking Tools for Managers, ed:
Edward C" Bursk and John F. Chapmañ (ñév, yorf;-The New
American Library, L963), p, 114.



CHAPTER III

THE CPM TECHNIOUE

The critical path Method is a management technique

which has special characteristics and requirements and. a

terminology of its own. The purposes of this chapter are

to: (a) review the basic requirements of CpM, (b) d.evelop

a glossary of CPM termínology, (c) describe the ground rules
of the method, and (d) provide some examples of the use of
CPl4 in construction projects"

BASIC REQUTREIUENTS OF CPM

The essence of cpM can be summarized in the question

"How can a job be completed on time?". CpM answers the

question in three stages: (a) the planning stage, (b) tfre

monitoring stage, and (c) the control and revision stage.

This chapter will deal exclusively with the planning stage.

The monitoring and control and revision stages will be

discussed in subsequent chapters.

The first stage ín the utilization of CpM is the

planning stage. The planning stage deals with the logic
and work sequence of the project. It involves: (a) the

identification of all the activities urhich make up the

project, (b) the specification of the relationships among

the activities, and (c) the development of a time schedule

L.
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for the completion of the activities and the total project.

This phase is limited by two basic principles: (a) the

planníng and sched.uling functions are to be treated

sepa-rately, and (b) the sequence of activities must be

known and specified."

The results of the planning phase are depicted in

an arrow diagram, or in a flow chart of the activities of

the project, There are several simple but essential steps

in drawing an arrow diagram. These steps represent

planning in the CPM technique" The steps can be described-

in terms of the following questions:

1" lVhat are the activities that make up the project?

2" What immediately precedes a particular actívíty?

3. What immediately follows a particular activity?

4 " What activities are not sequential but can be

clone concurrently?

A CPM GLOSSARY

CPM has a terminology of its own" An understand'i-ng

of this terminology is basic to understanding the method

and how it can be used. Some of the more important terms

are defined below"

Activity: A discernible, time consuming part of a project

which requires resources and is the smallest unit of work

in a project. It is illustrated by an arrol^7.

Activity Duration (ts): An estimate of time required to

perform the activity, derived from a study of the activity

Ììì

,.* .
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and given by the most reliable sources 
"

Backward Pass: The reverse (ríght to left) computation of
the latest allowabIe event occurrence time (T¡) for each

event, starting viith the final event.

Burst Point: single events which have severar activities
succeeding them as follows:

A *,f\-cs- \y ------&

F'ig. 1. Burst Point

critical Path: The critical path of a project is that series

of activities whích indicate the most time consuming path

th.rough the project" This will be illustrated later on.

Dummy Activity: A network activity which represents a

constraint (e.g" the dependency of a succeeding event on a
predecessor) but which does not have activity time or

requj-re any resources. It is shown by a broken line "

"ff€¡ '*
ID

Fig" 2 
"

Dummy Activity
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D illustrates that c depends on the conpletion of both A

and B while E can begin after the completion of A only.
rf a dummy activity was not used our diagram would be as

shown in Fig. 3., v¡hich would be false since E does not
depend on the completion of B.

(Ð-
--c

\--.--\

Fig" 3 Diagram showing false interdependenciesof activities in the absence oi a dummy activity.

Earliest Event Time (rs): The earliest time at which all
node are completed and the eventactivities arriving at a

takes p1ace.

Earliest Fj-nish Time (EF) : The earliest time at which an

activity can be completed.

Earliest Start Time (ES): The earliest time at which an

activity can begin.

Event: The point at which all activities arriving at a nod.e

are completed and the event takes place as íllustrated by 1.

@4

Fis. 4 
"

I]lustration of when an event occurs
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Float (or sl-çrck) : The amount of time that the activity
completion time can be delayed without affecting the start
or occurrence time of any activity on this criticar path.
Forward Pass: The forward. (left to right) computation of
the earliest expected time for each event (Ts), starting
with the first event.

Latest Event T¡nrq (T¡): The ]atest time at. which all

a node must be completed to avoidactivities arriving at
delaying the project,

Latest Finish Time (f,n¡ : The latest allowable time Ï:y

which an activity must be completed to avoj-d delay down the
line.

Latest Start Tinle (f,S): The 1atest alIowable time by which

an activity must be started to avoid any delay later on.

Merge Point: An event which is a terminal point for several
precedíng actJ-vities as indicated by 1.

@4

Fig" 5 " llerge Point

Scheduling:

applied to

The process by which the time element is
a network and the critical path determined.
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THE GROUND RULES OF CPI,1

CPl4 is a logical procedure for project planning. It
has definite rules, especially concerning the development of
the arrovv diagram v¡hich is the graphical representation of
the plan" This section reviews some of the rules of CpM"

Network Rules

1" Each actj-vity is represented by an arrow and

each event by a node.

2" Arrows imply logical procedure only, and. neither
their direction nor their length has any significance.

3. All activities arriving at a nod_e must be

completed before work can commence on any activity
leaving that node.

4" Any two events can be connected by no more than

one activity"

5" Event numbers must not be duplicated in a

network "

6 " Networks may have only one initial event (witfr

no predecessor) and only one terminal event (with no

successor). (ft should be noted that rules 4 - 6

apply only to some computer programs but are not

required for methods of hand computation).

In order to determine the critical path it is
necessary to identify the longest time path through the

network" This is done by both forward and backward passes

to establish earliest finish and latest start times for



activities " There

in each of them"

Forward Pass Rules

are three important

39

rules to be followed.

1" Earliest occurrence t.ime

taken as zero" Initially, T=O.

2 " Each activity begins as

event occurs "

of initial event is

soon as predecessor

3 " Earliest event occurrence time is largest of
the fínish times of the activities merging to that
event, e.g" Tg=Maximum of EFlr EF2 EFn for
event with n merging activities.

Backward Pass Rules

1. Latest allowable occurrence time of final event

is set equal to earliest occurrence time computed in
forward passr ê.g. TL=TE (final)

2. Latest allowable start time for activity is
latest allowable start time for its successor event

minus duration time of activity in question.

3. Latest allowable time for event is smallest of
laLest aIlowable start times of the activities bursting
from event in question, e"g" Tl=minimum of LS, LSZ

-LSn for event v¡ith n bursting activities.

Drawing a Network Diagram

There are several basic procedures to follow in
diagramming a network"
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1. rtemize a-lr activities required to comprete the
task at hand"

2 " Establish a logical sequence of these activities.
3 ' consider each activity by itserf with relation

to the total project.
4 - rdentify those activities which can be carried

s j-multaneous ly.on

5" Proceed from left to right and avoid crowding.

6 " sketch out trial layouts before drawing neLwork

in finíshed form.

7. Observe the network rules as given"

EXA.MPLES

At this stage it would be useful to attempt to draw

the foregoing ideas together by means of examples. Two

examples will be presented, one of them simple, the other
more complex"

Problem 1

As a first example and introduction let us take a

very small project a steam pipe maintenance job, which

requires the replacing of old pipe and valves vrith new

materials and parts" Following is a series of activities
requi-red (witrr anticipated. time for each) to carry out the
j ob.

The project begins by moving the required material
and equj-pment to the site (S hours), Then we may erect a
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scaffold and remove the o1d pipe and valves (: hours) .

v,lhile this is being done vre can fabricate the new pipe
(z hours) " when the o1d pipe and valves are removed and

the new pipe fabricated, we can instal the new pipe (A

hours) " Hov¡evero the new valves can be placed (r hour)

as soon as the old rine is removed " rinally when every-
thing is in place ¡ \d€ can wer-d and insulate the new pipe
(S hours).

Before diagrammj-ng this project, let us rist our

events and number them as in Table T "

TABLE T

List of Events for CpM problem 1

Event No.

4

5

6

7

B

9

I
2

3

Event Name

start
required material and equipment on site
scaffold erected and old pipes and valves
removed

new pipes fabricated

new valves installed
start placing new pipe

new pipe placed

start final welding and insulation
complete final welding and. insulation

Then our event orientated- solution to this problem

could be translated into the diagram in Fig" 6, p. 42.
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Fig. 7 " Second step in solution of
Redundant activities are eliminated.

}
@

Fig. 6" first step in solution to problem l.
Redundant activities are included." The numbers on the
indicate the length of time (in hours) it will take to
out each activity which is indicated by the arrow. The
numbers in the circles indicate the events.

In the diagram are included four dummy activities,
three of which are red.undant. The reason for their
inclusion is to illustrate all the activities that are

necessary to complete the events listed" Although all
dummy activities have a time of zero, they can be con-

straints on events and. succeeding activities as is activity
(¡ 6) in this network. Activities (4 6) , (S B), and

(l 8) can be eliminated and the network revisecl as in
figure 7. Event numbers 4, 7 , and B are eliminated but all
necessary events are numbered as in original diagram for
ease of following through"

o_l-eø 1

C---1---þO

arrows
carTy

Problem 1.
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Activity 3 - 6! although zero tj-me, is necessary since the

new pipe cannot be placed until the o1d pipe and valves

are removed" Event 4 can be eliminated since the new pipe

can be fabricated while scaffold is beÍng erected and, old

pipe and valves are being removed. Event 7 is unnecessary

since it is only a continuation of event 6, that is the

installation of the new pipe" Event B is also redundant in
that it merely illustrates the beginning of the welding of

the new pipe, which can only begin after event 6 is
completed. The diagram in figure 7 shows that the final
activity (S 9) cannot begin until (e 5) is complete.

Vüe now can proceed to determine slack time (float.)

and the critical_pa'!4 for our sample project" To illustrate
this we will repeat figure 7 and insert two additional sets

of numbers on each arrov\r e.g. 0 5 5 Þ . The number at

the head of the arrow indicates the earliest possible time

at which the activity can be completed, the middle one the

duration time of the activity itself, and the number at the

tail of the arrow denotes the latest time at which the

activity can start in order that the project can be

completed by a certain Ljme"

Fig. B. Third step in solution
earliest possible start times (ES) and
(tS) for each activity are indicated.

to Problem 1. The
i-atest start times
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The first step in d.etermining the critical path is
the forward. pass. tr{e shall proceed by referring to each

activity individ.ually, considering only the middle and

arrowhead numbers. Activity (f 2) requires 5 hours to

complete as is represented by the rr5rr on the middle of the

arrow" The tr5rr at the arrowhead indicates that the

earliest finish time (EF) for this activity is 5 hours.

Activity (2 3) requires 3 hours to complete and since it

is dependent upon activity (1 2) (S hours duration time) ,

the earliest finish time is B hours as indicated by rr8't at

the head of the arrow" Activity (2 6) requires 2 hours

to complete as ind.icated by the tt 2lt and adding on the 5

hours required for activity (1 2) makes the earliest

completion time 7 hours as indicated by the ttTtt c Activity
(3 5) requires only t hour to complete and this ad-ded on

to the B hours of tíme required to reach event 3, making the

(EF) t hours" Activity (g 6) does not require any time

but is dependent upon event 3 as wel1, thus event 6 com-

pletion time is rr8tt hours, even though activity (Z 6) can

be completed at the end of 7 hours" Activity (0 5)

requires 4 hours as índ.icated and. added. to the B hours of

completion time for event 6, makes the earliest possible

f inish time for event 5 the I,2 hours as shown tt]-zn " This in

turn makes the (BF) for the event I7 hours by adding on the

5 hours required for activity (5 9).

It has now been determined that 17 hours are

required to complete the job" By following through
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backwards rve can ascertain the path in which there is no

slack time and this is then known as the critical path"

Working backwards on activity (g 5) \^re see that
the latest starting time (tS) for that activity is 12 hours

since it takes 5 hours to complete it. This is so marked

by the "I2" at the tail of the arrow. Activity (S 3)

requires one hour, thus latest starting for activity (S 3)

is 11 hours thus giving 2 hours of slack time or float"
Even though it can be completed at the end. of t hours, it
realIy doesn't need to be finished before 12 hours to enable

crew to commence v¡ith activity (5 9) " Activity (S 6)

requires 4 hours, thus (LS) for that activity is I hours,

in order that event 5 may be completed at the end of 12

hours" This is also indicated by the rt8rt at the end of the

arrow, Activity (0 3) does not require any time but is a

constraint on event 6, thus (tS) for that activity is rr8rt as

indicated" Activity (0 2) requires 2 hours to complete,

thus does not have to begin until 6 hours as noted by th.e

rr6rr at the tail of the arrorv since event 6 cannot be

completed until after B hours as necessitated by events 3

and 2" This would then give a slack of one hour for

activity (0 2) " Activity (S 2) requires 3 hours, thus

the (tS) for it is 5 hours¡ âs the "5?r represents. It then

follows that activity (Z 1) would have a (tS) of rtOrr

since event 1 is the beginning of all operations.

The network díagram in fig. 9 is complete, with

critical path indicated by the d.ouble line" Any delay
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in any of the activities
completion of the total
were applied. This is a

for a contractor who may

situation 
"

on this path would delay the

project unless extra resources

very important consideration

be faced with this type of

2 hours
float
time

Ostu$.6

t hour
float
time

_ _pig: 9. Complete network diagram for solutionto Problem 1" critj-cal path is indicáted by double líne.
Two illustrations of "float time" are incluãed"

Problem 2

Now let us look at a more detailed_ example of a

network diagram which will be activity - orientated, with
activities A - R" The activíty times and predetermined

dependencies are indicated in Tab1e If on page 47.
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TABLE TT

List of Activíties for CpM problem 2

Activity

A

B

C

D

E

F

GS

G¡

H

J

K

L

M

N

o

P

0

R

diagram the project described above

its description, keeping in mind the

Depends on Activities

A

B

BrMrL

Jl.

A

E

Gs, H

F

E, H

F

Gf r J, K

Gt

Lt l'{

c, D, N

C, D, \l

orR

P

we need to

following

To

analyze

points:

Activity Time

3

3

L2

5

5

6

B

2

7

3

4

5

9

4

6

4

7

5
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1" determine independent activities and draw them in
2" determine their imm.edia_te followers and ínsert

them into the diagram, which should flow to the right
3. determíne the immediate followers of the last

activities d.rawn in and place them in the diagram,

maj-ntaining at all times the proper interdependencies

4" continue drawing until all activities have been

included (revising Table II into blocks showíng inter-
dependencies as shown in Table fII helps determj_ne order

in which activities should be drawn in)

TABLE I]I

Interdependencies of Activj-ties in problem 2

Block Predecessor Successor Block Predecessor Successor

G¡J K

G¡
A
A
A

B
E
F
F

B
E
F

C
G

H
K

D
N

LMB
LM

o
P

CDN
CDN

O

G¡

J

GsH

EH OR

Table fII can

diagram with activity

as in fig. 10r oñ page

converted into a netrvork

noted opposite activity names

now be

times

49"
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The cri-tical path is denoted. by the double line and

the project requires a minimum of 48 units of time to
complete' As shown in fig. 10, page 49 n any delay in any

of the activities arong the critical path v¡ould invariably
result in a delay in the completion date unless the
contractor could either trade-off time in any of the

activities, that is be able to better utirize it than his
original estimates required or add extra resources anð,/or

manpower. The l-atter could be very costly and. could well
be prohibitive if the budget is very tight"

In the network diagram for problem 2 earliest
finish and latest start time are not indicated but this
could be determined by making the forward. and backward

passes as applied to problem 1: as a result, slack or
float times have not been calculated. In an actual
construction project the contractor would concern himself
mainly with the activities along the critical path, whire

utilizing the float time as deemed exped.ient.

CONCLUSION

The preceding materj_al should suffice to prepare

the reader for the network of the case study in the

following chapter. Chapter 4 will present a copy of

the original time schedule as presented by the contractor,
and this in turn will be converted into a network diagram

of the total building phase of the project.



CH.APTER TV

THE CONTRACTOR¡S SCHEDULE AND CPM

ÏNTRODUCTfON

This chapter contains: (1) the original progress

schedule submitted by the contractor upon commerÌcement of
the project, (2) the CpM network diagram prepared for the

project, (3) a comparison of the two schedules, and (4) a

summary. These are restricted to the building phase only,
and do not include any of the pre-planning nor the related
procedures such as negotiations with the Department of
Education, tendering and selection of the successful

bidder.l The first is a very simple schedule with an

overlap of activities, while the second (the CpM) is a

complete breakdown and separation of the various tasks.

1*As pointed out in the "Limitations" in chapter I,
the progress schedules do not include any preplanning
activj-tj-es such as population surveys, determining needs
and selecting locations, submissions to the Department
of Education, selection of an architectr or tendering and
awarding of contract. A time schedule could be planned
for all the phases of a project beginning with the initial
study and following through to the expiration of the
guarantee period on the build.ing. Vlith the exception of
the latter consideration which would be dependent upon
the workmanship in the building, all the other factors
are certainly related directly to the time required to
put a ne$/ facility into operation. Perhaps a more
inclusive study could reveal some valuable findíngs and.
suggestions.
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THE CONTRACTORI S SCHEDULE

One of the stipulations in the "fnstructions to
Bidders" was that the contractor would co-operate in the

preparation of the critical path network and in the

execution of the project j-n accordance with the network.

Since the network was not prepared prj-or to the conìmence-

ment of the project, the requj-rement to apply it was not

enforced.

It should be pointed out, however, that the

contractor did co-operate in the preparation of the net-
work which, while prepared during the construction phase,

was used to rate the various aspects of the project's
progress" Its main purpose vras for comparison with the

conventional schedule as submitted by the contractor, and

to determine whether any advantages can be gained from its
11êô

As required, within ten days of the signing of the

contract, the contractor submitted a v¡ork schedule showing

proposed commencement and completion times of each portion

of work in the project. The schedule is a conventional one

which does not reflect any features of CPM or similar
techniques for systematic management and control of

proj ects "

The contractor's schedule is very similar to the

conventional progress schedule discussed in chapter 2 " The

information that is contained in table 4 could be organized
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quite easily into a form of the Gantt chart. The limiting
features of the Gantt chart would stilr prevail. The

detail is expressed in the cpM network diagram which is
included in Table fV, later on in this chapter.

There are several features of this particular
schedule that should be noted:

1. units of time are in blocks of weeks;

2. activities are combined for each week rather
than specific times assigned for each;

3" there is an overlap of activities from week

to week; and

4 " the activitj_es are designated in a general way

rather than specifically"
Table IV, which begins on page 54 and. continues

through to page 57 , is a copy of the contractor,s original
submission of a progress schedule"
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TABLE TV

THE CONTRACTOR¡S PROGRESS SCHEDULE

FOR STE. ROSE COLLEGTA,TE

Week of

July_ 2 3

July 29

July 30

aogo=t

August

August

August

August

August

septlmuer 2

Activity

5

6

T2

20

26

27

Move to site; establish temporary services;job layout; strip black dirl; piie layout.

Job layout; commence piling; commencepre-fabing forms; anchor bolts and settingsketch required.

Commence fill placement; complete piling;
commence grade beams erection; commenceplumbing roughin.

Pour grade beams; masonry material at sitefor auditorium walls; complete fillplacement; plumbing roughin

Structural steel erection; masonry to
gymnasium; delivery of all hollow metaldoors and frames; rebar placement forslabsi gymnasium layout iequired forfloor sockets 

"

Complete slab rebari commence pouring
slabs; structural steel erectión; stãeIjoists.required; complete masonry to
gymnasium to lov¡ roof joist bearing.
Pouring slabs; complete steel joist
erection to low roof section; õomplete
masonry to gymnas.ium to joist bearing;
commence steel- decking to low roof;exterior grad.ing"

Complete slab pouring; masonry to exteriorwalls; complete gymnasium long span joist
erection; conmence roof cant ánd-bIoðking;
complete exterior grading.

Exterior masonry; complete aIl steeldecking; aluminum windows required;
exterior masonry; mechanical trades

September

September

September

September

3

9

10

16

September 17

September 23

September 24

September 30

Continued
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TABLE IV (continued)

Week of

October

October

October B

October L4

October 15

October 2L

October 22

October 28

October 29

November 4

November 5

November 11

November 12

November 1B

Activity

must have all curb sizes and factory
made fan curbs at the site"
Exterior masonry; roof curbs;
cants; pouríng main exterior paving
slabs; complete exterior grading;
all exteríor g1.azing required;
incinerator required;
pour exterior sídewalks,

Roofing and sheet metal;
complete exterior masonry"

Roofing and sheet metal;
commence interior masonry.

Complete roofing sheet metal;
interior masonry;
carpentry.

Build.ing weather-t,ight ;
interior masonry; drywall;
plaster; stucco;
d.elivery of finish hardware.

Interior masonry; coflrmence
plastering trade and drywall;
delivery of interior mj-1lwork items;
miscellaneous furring by carpentry
trade.

Drywall, plastering, carpentry,
mechanical and. electrical trades
are to be 100å roughed in at this
point "

Continued
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TABLE IV (conÈinued)

Week of

November

November

November

December

December

December

December

December

December

January

January

January

January

.rurrrrlry l3

,fanuary 14

January 20

19

25

Activity

Drywall, plastering, carpentry,
commence painting; delivery of all
interior hollow metal and wood doors;
finish carpentry; commence acoustic
tile grid system; ceramic tile;
heating and ventilat.ing systetns to be.-
l_n servl_ce.

Painting; finish carpentry; lockers;
acoustic tile grid; toilet partition
erection; complete ceramic tile;
plumbing and electrical fixture
installation.

Same as previous week plus chalk and
tack board installations and control
system operating"

General job clean-up; finish carpentry;
painting; renovation work complete
except flooring.

Project shut down for Christmas - New Year"

Delivery of resilient flooring and carpet;
complete painting in gymnasium- area;
delivery of cork tile.

Complete resilient flooring and all paint-
irg; commence cork carpet in gymnasium;
delivery of carpetingr all electrical
and mechanical work to be complete"

Request mechanical and electrical
inspection; complete cork carpet in
gymnasium; commence carpet install-ation;
request semi-final architectual inspection.

26

10

16

T7

22

.A

Continued
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TABLE IV (continued)

Week of

January

January

January

February

February

February

February

2I

27

2B

Activity

Complete carpeting; delivery and
installation of gymnasium eøuipment;
correction of mechanical, electrical
and architectural deficiencies.
Correction of deficiencies and
general clean up.

Final inspection and turn over
to owners"

Completion of project.
Note - All sub-trades and materials orspecialties contractors are expected to
meet the dates as outlined herein and to
schedule deliveries to coincide with the
schedule irrespective if their product orservice is specifically mentionãd herein.
(example - Miscel-laneous metal contractor
must schedule delivery of aII items
imbedded in concrete floors prior to
cornmencement of slab pouring v¡eek of
September 3 - 9. The Contractor reserves
the right to modify the schedule from
time to time as the on-site conditions
vary.

10

11
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THE CRTTTCAL PATH METHOD FLOT^TCHART

The CPII( flowchart is a network diagram covering
all the activitíes beginning with the letter of intent to
buil-d to the expiration of the guarantee period one year

after final inspection. The emphasis is on the buirding
phase as already mentioned. The flowchart is unlike the

conventional schedule and d.oes reflect features of
systematic management and control techniques.

The network is in a sense only a graphical
representation of a project plan which may have existed
in some other form (as has been shown in this case by the

conventional progress schedule submj-tted by the con-

tractor). In practise, however, the preparation of a

network influences the actual planning decisions and

results in a plan that is more comprehensible, contains

more detail, and is often different from the original
thoughts about how a project should proceed. These

changes derive from the discipline of the networking

process, which requires a greater degree of analytical
thinking about the project than does any other type of
project description. l

There are a number of features of the CpM network

t_-Joseph J. Moder and Cecil R.
Management with CPM and PERT, 2nd ed"

o !970) ,

Phillips, Project
(Sew York:
pp. 20 2L"
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that are d'ifferent from the conventional progress
schedule:

1" all activities are identified and placed in
seguence

2 " all interconnections of activities are
identified

3 " construction of network is based on logic and

technical dependencies among the activities
4" the activities are designated in a speci-fic hrêy,

e.g" approve cabinet shop drawings

5 " units of time are in number of days

6 " none of the activities overlap but some are
d.iagrammed to be carried out concurrently, and

7. an identificatj-on of the Critical path (in fig.
11 this is designated- by a heavier line and. any deray
in any of the activities on this path wirl invariably
delay the completion date of the project unress extra
resources can be made available)

A note of explanation regarding the numbers on the
network lines is warranted at this time. The unbracketed
numbers i-ndicate the anticipated number of days required.
for each activity whire the numbers in parenthesis are the
actual times required to carry out such specific activities.
These reflect certain time savings but no indication is
given on the network in respect to any derays. These will
be explained later.

The foldout in fig. 11, see page 60, is a network

I
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diagram prepared by the architect for the same project
as the contractorrs progiress schedule in the preceding

section"

A COMPARISON OF BOTH SCHEDULES

In comparing the two sched.ules a number of
differences became very evident" The detail in the net-
work diagram is much finer than it is in the contractoros

schedule" Activities are spelled out more precisely

rather than left to the reader and interpreter as "und.er-

stood" to be part of a more general activity" As an

example, the preparation and. approval of shop drawings

are listed as separate and specific activities in the CPM

scheduler yet are not mentioned in the contractorts

schedule. The progress schedule is essentially based on

main activities relating mainly to the actual building
process; the network separates and defines the steps

specifically, with time requirements for each"

The estimated time of one hundred eighty days by

the CPM schedule was more realistic than the thirty weeks

suggested by the contractor's schedule" Even though the

thirty six-day weeks would tend to indicate that the time

required was essentially the same, it was not practically

so. Time blocks of "weeJçs" as opposed to "d-ays" are not

specific enough and leave loop-ho1es that can easily cause

delays. It is much easier to assess delays and pinpoint

responsibilities by using the unit of d.ays rather than



weeks "

Both schedules have check points for completion

of certain phases of the project but the progress schedule

has only several as opposed to the individual activities
on the network diagram. It would seem to follow that a

much easj-er and. more up-to-date monítoring could be

carried out through the CPM network.

The amount of detail included in the netvrork

diagram reflects the planning that must go in to the

drafting of such a network and the time required to carry

this out. It becomes very obvious that it is more time

and effort consuming than is the listing of the

activj-ties in a conventional schedule" The time required

for the preparation of each and the benefits that could

be realized from each type will be discussed in a later
chapter. These evaluations will be based on the proponents

of each method, the architect and the contractor.
The main feature of the network diagram, that is

the critical path, is lackíng in the contractor's progress

schedule" There is no way of telling which are the

critical events and unless the contractor or his forema-n

has this well in hand, delays can easily occur" No doubt

the contractor uses the critical path, either consciously

or intuitively, but the network diagram spells it out

specifically, and in so doing ensures an organized check

on flow of materials and the progress of activities.
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SUMM¿'RY

In the precedíng sections both the CpM network

and the conventional progress schedule as submitt.ed by

the contractor have been illustrated. Their respective
features have been noted. and compared " The following
chapter will review what actually happened during the

construction of the building and reasons for these

happenings. This will then be followed by evaluative

and analytical comments relating to this case study.
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CHAPTER V

THE BUILDING PHASE

INTRODUCTION

The preceding chapter featured characteristics

and examples of each of the two types of schedules - the

conventional schedule and the CPM networl<, both for the

same project, as well as a comparison of the two. This

chapter contains a description of what actually happened

during the construction of the building, the effects of

the happenings and the steps taken to overcome some of

the difficulties that were encountered"

FORTUÏTOUS EVENTS

During the course of this project there r^iere a

number of fortuitous factors which ensured that the project

would not suffer any major delay in complet.ion d.ate"

From the very beginning the weather was unusually

good and this enabled. the ground work to proceed without

any interruptions. Despite the other numerous delays that
occurred, the contractor \¡ras able to take advantage of the

ideal weather conditions, The buil-ding was virtually

closed in before any bad weather could interfere, even

though the October 29 scheduled date for this phase

suffered a delay of approximately one month"
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The contractor was abre to benefit by the wilring-
ness of certain crews to worl< beyond the average working

d.y; most of the crews \dere too far a\iray from home to go

back during the week ancl felt they would rather work longer
hours than be idle" Neither the contractor nor his foreman

spared themselves to expediLe the building process. euite
often they themselves would do certain jobs that could have

caused delays had they not been done at the required time.
The contractorrs foresight in ordering the steel

for the superstructure much in advance proved to be to
great advantage. His persistence with the sub-trades

helped to minimize what could have been serious delays.

VAR]OUS DTFFICULT]ES AND DELAYS

There \^/ere various dif f iculties and delays. A

number of the difficulties experienced had immediate

effects, while others which v/ere less evident, had serious

implications for later activities. Amongst the first type

were those associated with masonry, erectrical, dry wal1

and plaster, millwork and floor covering. Those which were

less evident r'rere related to colour schemes and shop draw-

ings which eventually affected the arrival of materiars

and furnishings " In general it rvas the sub-trades that
created the problerns 

"

Masonry

The masonry trade v¡as the first to start causing
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delays, Although starting their job only about one week

later than the scheduled last week of August, there was a

continual falling behind in schedule. The late start
appeared to be due to inad.equate preparation for the job

while the continual falling behind was due to lack of
sufficient and knowledgeable manpower" From the very

beginning the masonry trade seemed to 1ack a sense of
urgency and a rather relaxed approach prevailed, Local

help which had been hoped for, was not available.
The masonry trade failed to meet the mid-September

schedule for the erection of the gymnasium waIls. This

delay caused other trades to revise their plans and

schedules " The height of the gymnasium warrs required more

manpo\^rer than was available at the time and this prevented

the raj-sing of the steel joists for the gymnasium roof
along with the superstructure for the rest of the building.
As a result arrangements had to be made to have the roof
deck contractor raise the steel joists for the gymnasium

roof sínce it was not economically feasible to retain the

crane contractor on location while waiting for the

gymnasium walls to be erected.

The masonry delay was not confined to the gymnasium

walls. The same type of delay was experienced in the

erection of the wa1ls of the remainder of the building.

Late Submissign Of IIardv';'are Reqrlirements

In addition to the masonry difficulty there was a
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month late submission by the architect of hard.ware require-
ments for the gymnasium floor whích in turn dela-yed the
pouring of the cement floor" Difficulties in frooring \¡/ere

compounded by the instal_lation of the cork tile.

Floor Covering

cork tile which was chosen as floor coveringi in the
gymnasium, is relatively new in this part of the country
with only a few schoors in the province having used it to
d.ate; there was little or no expertise on which to draw for
installation procedure. Despite the fact that tests showed.

that the concrete had cured properly and that the manufac-

tureros specifications for instarlation \¡rere followed, the
tiles failed to adhere properly. corrective measures vrere

sought but the problems still continued. Each attempt at
correction hTas time costly since there had to be a waiting
period to d.etermine if the measure taken was successfur.

while it was planned to have the cork tile installed
and the gymnasium ready for use by the second week in
January, work was still being done on it during the last
week in Apri1. The end result was that while the Division
accepted the maín part of the building for maintenance and.

occupancy as of May L, the gymnasium unit was not completed

until the latter part of Mtay.

Although the job of laying the tile was accepted,

a number of trouble spots do exist and further corrective
measures are being sought" only time will telI whether or
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not the number of tiles that did not adhere properly wirl
increase and cause any major problem that can be corrected,
if the need arises, dt a minimal cost" The possibility of
having to invoke the guarantee does exist at this time"

Lack of Gymnasium Facilities
It had been originally planned to move ahead with

the gymnasium in order that it would be ready for use v¡hen

the existing gyinnasium was being converted into an

Industrial Arts facility. As it turned. out plans had to be

changed since the time loss suffered due to masonry delays

and floor covering problems was never recovered. Since the

contractor had to proceed with the conversion of the exist-
ing gymnasium, for approxímately four months there was no

facility available for the physical education program. Not

only did. the program suffer but both staff and. students

were subjected to various inconveniences as weIl" The

ad.ministration was faced with the problems of rescheduling

classes and. accommodating students "

PROBLEMS RELATED TO INTER]OR

CONSTRUCTTOI\J AND FINfSHING

Masonry

A further delay similar to that experienced. with

exterior walls, v/as caused by the masonry trade in the

erection of the interior wal1s. This delay had implications

for the electrical trade since installations had to l:e made
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concurrently" other interior trades hTere delayed

accordingly and. the time rost v¡as never rea11y recovered 
"

while end.eavouring to regain some of the time lost
due to masonry delays, the sequencing of other activities
was changed. Although changing the sequence of activities
might be necessary to recover lost time, it can have

undesirable side effects. rt can cause disorganization
amongst the various sub-trades that are effected, and in
turn loss of their confidence and co-operation, which, in
the long run, can become a serious constraint.

Electric_a1_Delays

The electrical trade, although delayed by the
masonry people, followed a pattern similar to tha.t of the
masonry trade" There was insufficient manpower and lack of
supervisory personnel on site. Their delays could have been

critical had the masonry been on time. A delay in
electrical instal-lations courd hold back the pouring of
concrete as well as dry walling and plasterj_ng, which in
turn delays painting and flooring.

After continued and. repeated demands to provide

more manpovi/er and qualified supervision the only recourse

that was left was to turn to the Department of Labour. Tt

is a requirement to have a qualified journeyman electricia.n
on the job at all times, which was not the case in this
project. The involvement of the Labour Department brought

results, but only after come considerable delay, not all of
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which courd be recovered" AlLhough the job was considered.

completed, another electrician had to be brought in to

correct numerous def ic'i encies.

Dry Wa1l Difficulties

The dry wall contractor added to the list of

difficulties experienced in this project" His problem

appeared to be two-fold that of insufficient manpower and

that of inability to meet his commitments. His overall
delay amounted to approximately three weeks and this
caused delays with the millwork and painting trades.

Several steps were taken to correct this problem"

Extra manpo\^rer was procured for the dry wall contractor

at his expense" This caused some difficulty in relation-
ships with him but helped to exped.ite the work. Another

measure taken was to get some of the work done with the

contractor's own forces. In the case of a plaster ceiling,
which was being delayed, ít was agreed to change the require-

ment to ceiling tile that could be readily installed by the

ceiling contractor" All three steps prevented any

significant loss of time.

Carpentry

Difficulty with floor coveringi was not confined to

the gymnasium area" The carpet for a large portion of the

remainder of the building proved to be defective" Although

the initial delay in its arrival was less than two weeks,

replacement took consid.erable time.
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Upon beginning of installation it was d.iscovered

that the carpet was mouldy and would not stand any measure

of st.retching. The manufacturer was contacted. immed-iately

and another supply was shipped only to be as defective as

the first" The manufacturer \¡zas contacted again and it
was determinecl that the drying mechanism in the plant did

not function properly during the prod.uction process. This

resulted in a carpet that was not completely dry being

rolled up and sealed in a plastic wrap for shipment, thus

causíng it to mould" A different shade was offered as a

replacement but the offer was rejected. since the areas in
which the carpet was to be installed r,,zere already painted

and a specific colour was required. This resulted in a

further four week delay before another supply of the

required carpet could be produced.. The defective carpet,

coupled with other d.elays, caused the January scheduled

date for its installation to be d.elayed to the end of
Apri1. Further loss of time \^7as prevented by the installer
providing tradesmen upon very short notice, and. of the type

who exped.ited the installation by exerting extra time and

effort at no extra cost.

Materials and Supp_lies

Not all the fault should be

sufficient and qualified manpower"

which in many cases were of special

source of delay since their arrival

attached to the lack of

The supply of materials,

nature, \&?as another

was not always timely"
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Although the time at which these are ordered is very

important, commitments by suppliers were not met. This

type of situation is difficult to overcome since once a

trade is committed to a supplier, it is not expedient. to
change because a further loss of time is likely to result.
By changing suppliers one would have to start from the

beginning of the ordering stage, which would" likely be more

time consuming than suffering the d.elay from the original
sou.rce "

A good example of this is the supply of hardwa-re

and hollow metal doors" Since these have to be installed
as the masonry goes upr it is imperative that such materials

be on site as required. To ensure this shop drawings for
such requirements must be submitted in good time and a

close check kept on the supply of the related hardware" A

constant check has to be kept on these as it seems customary

to experience delays in procuring item.s in which steel is
required. It is deemed exped.ient to actually visit the

plant in which such items are manufactured and to keep

enquiring for enough in advance to guard against late
delivery. The contractor's foresight in d.oing this, along

with the masonry delay prevented this from becoming a

problem.

Late submission of colour schemes and shop drawings

can also create problems " While these problems may not be

immediate, they can become critical when the need for

supplies dependent upon these arises. In this particular
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project the architect v¡a.s tardy in submitting the colour
schemes for the millwork, which in turn delayed the sub-
mi-ssion of those shop drawings. Even when the milrwork
shop d.rawings were submitted., they h/ere improperly drawn up

and had to be returned for corrections. This resulted in a

late arrival of millwork and such time loss is difficult to
recover since materials have to be on the job when required..
Millwork is all custom made and substitutes are unaccept-
able' The amount and. type of materials required \,\iere such

that no local source could be drawn upon for supply.
coupled with the commitment to the original supplier there
was no alternative but to wait.

Equipment and Furnishings

Similar to the supply of materials was that of
equipment and. furnishings. specifications for these must

be timely or arrival and installation can be delayed 
"

Arthough the tendering for equipment and furnishings was

carried out in relatively good time, suppliers were not as

prompt as had been anticipated. some of the scheduled.

thirty day delivery dates turned out to be more like ninety
days. This in turn caused inconveniences since

instalrations had to be made just before and during the

beginning of the school term rather than when work in
school was less pressing during the summer vacation. The

delay in the arrival of some of the eguipment, particularily
that of rndustrial Artso caused consid,erable inconvenience
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and not unlike that of the Home Economics equipment,
necessitated revision in the implementation of the
respective programs.

Renovations and Conversions

Apart from the new building, considerable diffícult1z
was experienced in renovations and conversion of part of the
existing building to a Business Education facility. After
the initial planning and award of the contract, it was

suggested by members of the Department of Education that a

review of the plans was warranted. As a result of the re-
planning, which was very time consuming, Divisional needs to
the contractor had changed. Much time had expired before
approval was secured,

while all this was happening certain trades had

already left the site and the change in plans had caused

the costs to more than doubte. This obriged. us to derete
this portion of the project from the original contract and

seek specíal funds to cover the increased costs. The only
recourse the school Division had was to rely on special
funds out of the follov¡ing year's budget.

since some of the trades had already left the site
certain changes in plans had to be made to avoid still
higher costs. This resurted in changing Divisional require-
ments of two interior masonry wal1s to frame and dry waIl
in order to cut back on costs of bringing back the masonry

trade. The contractor had to rely on his own forces to
carry out this work and. this reduced costs considerably.

74
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The carpet delay was in a sense to Divisiona_I advantage in
this area as by the time the proper carpet had arrived, the
Business Education conversion rn¡as far enough advanced that
the carpet could be installed in it. at the same time as in
the rest of the buÍlding" This in turn saved the cost of
bringing back the installers another time" The end resulto
however, was an increased cost plus a need for make-shift
arrangements as the space was not avai 1able at the required
t-{'me" This as v¡eIl affected the program to a d.egree and.

caused considerabre inconvenience to both students and

staff "

SUMMARY

There were a number of fortuitous circumstances

that prevailed in this project. These \,rere as follows:
1. good weather (an act of God)

2. good will of contractor and foreman

3 " foresight of contractor ín pre-ordering of
steel and visiting suppliers

4" constant vi-gilance of foreman and. contractor, and

5" willingness of men to work overtime

The benefits that \,vere derived from these \^rere

several:

1. speeded up production

2" minimized and prevented d.elays

3. made it possible to recover lost time, and

4. helped to avoid serious hold-ups and possibly
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complete halt of activities

The fortuitous events enhanced:

1" having the opportunity to call on men for
overtime when required

2 " having the assurance and co-operation of the

contractor and foreman, and

3 " meeting deadlines fairly closely
There were, however, a number of sources of delays

Some of the types and causes hiere as follows:
1. Subtrades:

(a) insufficient manpov/er

(b) lack of sufficient expertise
(c) inadequately prepared for job

(d) apparent difficulty in meeting commitments,

and

(e) relaxed approach and no sense of urgency

2" Submission of specifications (poor planning):
(a) colour schemes late, and

(b) shop drawings improperly done up

3. Supply of materials, furnishings and equipment:

(a) suppliers unable to meet deadline dates

(b) certain equipment and materials ín short

supply, and

(c) defective materials

In order to minimize delays and overcome the

difficulties experienced, the following steps were taken:
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l-" the sequencing of some of the activj-ties was

revised

2. plans for the use of certain portions of the

build.ing were altered

3. requirements for certain materials were

substituted - e.g" ceiling tile instead of plaster and

frame partitions in Business Education area.

4" extra manpower was hired at the sub-contractor's
expense

5 " assistance was sought from the Department of
Labour, and

6. the contractor's own forces were used in some of
the jobs to prevent further delays

It should be emphasized- that while immediate effects
were felt rnainly as a result of the sub-trades, delayed and

remote d.ifficulties \^rere created by poor planning in the way

of late submission of certain specifications and- shop draw-

ings improperly prepared.. A detailed CpM netrvork should

have prevented this from happening as deadline dates for
these are specifically and definitely spelled out.

The preceding summary is a resume of the circum-

stances and events that prevailed throughout the project
with identifícation of causes and remedial steps taken to
alleviate some of the difficulties " The following chapter

will deal with the major findings as based on this case

study, which although confined to a building situation,
might be extended to other types of projects as well.
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MÄJOR FINDINGS

while the preceding chapter reviewed what actually
happened d.uring the construction stage of the project, this
chapter will feature the major findings as related to this
case study. The findings will be based primarily on the

project in question, with some general implications that
might be characteristic of other projects.

This source of data is based on the interviews con-

ducted with both the architect and the general contractor as

well as the information gained by the writer. rt will deal

with: (1) cost of planning and implementing, (2) benefits to
be derived from breaking down the varíous activities j-nto a

network diagram, (3) problems related to suppliers and sub-

trades, (4) difficulties that could have been avoided, (5)

implications for respecti-ve parties j-nvolved, (6) importance

of deadline dates, (7) length of work units, (B) advantages,

(9) disadvantages, and (10) sunmary.

COST OF PLANNTNG AND IMPLE¡{ENTING

The initial preparation of a CPM network for this
particular project rn¡ould require four to five d.ays of

work by the person d.esignated to carry out this task.

This may be an agent of any of the three parties involved,
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that is, the owner, the general contractor or the

architectural firm" A conventional schedule would requ-ire

about one-third of the time for preparation. rn ad.d.ition

to this, time would have to be devoted on a regular basis

throughout the course of the project to control all aspects

of the work and to adjust the network to meet the end-

obj ectives "

Irrespective of what method of control and re-plann-

ing may be used, it would still require time and effort to a

greater or lesser degree" A well- planned program set out in
a network d.iagram should not require as much time to monitor

a project as would a conventional schedule. Consequently

this aspect of cost cannot really be considered as one

specifically related to a CPM network, but rather as one

associated with monitoring and control.
Accepting the premise that time is money, then the

initial preparat-ion of a network would be more expensíve

than that of a conventional progress schedule. This cost,

however, would be more than offset by the savings that may

accrue from the efficiency and ease with which the m.anage-

ment of the project could be carried out.

The general contractor, who is accustomed to using

the conventional schedule, questions whether or not the time

required to prepare a network diagram is really worth it.

He does agree, hol,uever, that there are certain benefits to

be derived from the use of the CPM, and these will be

discussed under later headings 
"
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The architect claims that the cost of preparation
and implementa-tion would not be worth it to him individualry
but that it had definite advantages to him as one of the

team of architect, contractor and owner (providing all three
parties shared in the effort and cost of implementing this
method as their interests were affected). Savings could be

enjoyed in "Time of Construction" and "Time of Occupancy",

and invariably be to the advantage of the contractor and

o\^/ner " rf the time of construction can be shortened, or at
least not prolonged, ultimately this r,r¡ould result in benefits
to the architect whose time and travel could be lessened and

thus the project cost red.uced. There doesntt seem to be any

doubt that the initial cost would be very minimal compared

to the benefits to be derived from this systematic planning

and control technique,

An important consideration in comparing the value

of the use of the CPM as opposed to cost is the size of the

project" If the project is small enough to be handled by

the contractor himself and if his operation is such that he

can afford to do things himself then there may be less value

than in a project whose size requires delegation of

authority" Its use, however, can more easily enable someone

other than the "boss" to co-ordinate the flow of materials

and. the progress of the various activities. This does not

mean to suggest that even in a small project benefits

cannot be derived from good planning and systematic

execution"
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BENEFTTS TO BE DERTVED FRO}4 BREAKDOWN

OF ACTIVITIES ]NTO A NETTIORK

There are a number of benefits to be derived from

breaking down the various activities involved in a

construction project into a network diagram" Some of these

benefits result from the amount of planning that is required.

to prepare the detail that is characteristic of a network

diagram"

The consideration of the detail in the initial
planning stage causes the planners to be more logical and.

specific than would be required in a conventional progress

schedule" It reduces the possibility of overlooking certain

steps and taking things for granted or understood. The

planners can improve on their original thoughts which may

have existed in their mind.s in some other form"

Once a project is broken dovrn it becomes more

manageable as the various tasks are distinctly separated,

and there is no overlap of activities. It then shows the

interrelationships between and among the various activities "

Planners and management can then use it as a visual aid in

identifying possible trouble spots.

Benefits can also be derived from using the CPM

network in monitoring the progress of a project. A network

makes it much simpler to assess the stage of activities

when they are distinctly separated and this can be done

with greater efficiency" It then becomes much easier to
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pinpoint responsibility for any difficulties that may arise.
A network diagram can facili_tate the communication

process since plans are portrayed in a graphic manner" Not
only can such a techni-que minimize the danger of dis-
organization and misunderstanding which coul_d result from
poor communication, it can also sensitize the various parties
involved to their respective responsibilities " The end

result should then be a better co-ord.inated and more timely
proj ect 

"

PROBLE}ÍS RELATED TO SUPPLIERS

AND SUB-TRADES

As already indicated in chapter 4 and chapter 5

various difficulties were experienced with sub-contractors
and suppliers. These could have been critical had a

definite deadli_ne date been established.

Quite often a general contractor is faced with
situations where sub-contractors are either not performing
satisfactorily or not meeting scheduled dates. Either of
these could. be for various reasons amongst which could be

insufficient manpower, lack of expertise, financial
problems, too many commitments, poor managiement and the rike.
whichever one or combination of reasons this may be, the
general contractor must take steps to overcome delays.

rf performance does not meet requirements and

expectations of the architect, then it may become necessary
to have certain aspects corrected or redone, both of which
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may be time consuming and costly to the sub-trades. This
can have implications of delays and financial burdens that
may be dífficult to overcome" rf the latter prevails
further time may be rost while attempts are made to procure
funds for supplies necessary to continue with the job.

The general contractor can appry certain pressuresp

one of them being a hold ba_ck on progress payments. This
can only be effective to a degree because if too much money

is held back a sub-contractor may not be able to pay his
help, who in turn may refuse to work. The other possibility
is that if there are hold backs, the sub-contractor can put
a lien against the build.ing and this in turn forces the owner

to hord back payments from the general contractor. This can

become a vicious circle and its use rather ineffectual.
with a predetermined budget, a general contractor is quite
restricted in his choice of sub-trades, even if he has

reason to doubt the caribre of performance of some of the
lowest. bidders.

If a sub-contractor is entitled to sufficient monies

for work already performed but is not carrying out the
remainder of his responsibility, the general contractor
has the recourse of hiring other help to complete the

certain job, at the expense of the sub-contractor. Most

general contractors are reluctant to avail themselves of
this prerogative, but this had to be done in two cases in
the Ste" Rose project"

Another type of problem that can be faced is that
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of supply of materials. rn most cases specific components

are required and specified, thus causing limitations on

sources of supply" To get approval for substitutes can be
time consuming. Associated v¿ith this type of difficulty
can be that of faulty materials" once committed, it is
not likely that by changing suppliers can a contractor
save time" He is more apt to 10se some time, thus in
essence leaving him at the mercy of the supprier. such
was the situation with the millwork and floor covering in
this particular project. These delays r¡/ere compounded by
the use of a gym floor covering that uras reratively nevz

in Manitoba and installatíon problems arose.
Although these types of problems can arise with the

use of any type of schedule, the cpM network would enabl_e

the administration to monitor much more readily and closely
the f low of materials and progress of activities. I¡Ihere

bottrenecks were developing it could be used effectively in
rescheduling certain activities, changing sequences and in
making time trade-offs. rt was found that the conventíonal
progress schedure, with its overlap of activities, became

somewhat nebulous and thus time loss resulted.

DIFFÏCULTTES THAT COULD HAVE BEEN AVOTDED

Although this project did not have any major or
critical setbacks, various difficulties could have been

avoided if a cPM method of scheduling had been employed"

This method courd have been used to more closely
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control material and shop d.rawing approval at. the early
stages of construction. rt would have indicated and
emphasized the need of the architect and Divisional
authorities to provi-de corour serections and rerated
specifi-cations at the onset of on-site construction"
The conventional schedule left these in abeyance too 1ong.
These requirements \^/ere not broken down and scheduled, thus
the tendency towards the delay"

rn later stages, completion of the work of the sub-
trades and "take-over" of the build.ing could have been
monitored more crosely and better expedited by the general
contractor and architect respectively. The Divisional
authoriti-es could have been better informed throughout the
entire project as to the state of progress and completion
of the various activities had a more detailed breakdown of
activities been available to them throughout and utilized.
Although there were periodic check-ups by the architect,
the local administration was quite often at a loss as to the
state of affairs. current knowledge of possible and exist-
ing trouble spots might have enabled the owners to direct
some course of action to help avoid. and- overcome such

situations.

Closer control of all aspects of the build.ing
construction might have avoided some of the sub-trade
difficulties" Tn a project undertaken some two hundred miles
from the principal source (Winnipeg) of material and labour
supply, it is particularily difficult to achieve completion
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by the separate trades. rn this respect, a project can only
be satisfactorily completed if the general contractor employs

an efficient means of controlling the activities of his
forces. The use of cpM would take a lot of the guess v¡ork

out of this process.

II,{PLICATTONS FOR THE RESPECTIVE

PARTIES TNVOLVED

Every project in which severar or numerous parties
are involved requires teamwork. There must be co-operation
amongst the management people who come from the ranks of
the architect, general contractor and owner. planning

could be done co-operatively at the initial stages and a

general consensus of opinion reached before plans are drawn

up" These coul-d be done by the general contractor or the
architect" rt may v¡ell be that a network could be a

requirement of the bid.ding process, in which case it would

have to be d.one by the general contractor.
The cpr4 could be useful to all three parties in

monitoring the progress of a project. Arthough it is the
generar contractor who is responsible to the owner for
having a project proceed on schedule, both the architect
and the owner's designate, presumably the superintendent,
courd find the cPM network very useful in assessing the
progress as well" with all three parties having ready

access to the state of progress, prompt action could be

taken to deal with diffÍculties , if such arose.
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rt is ar-so imperative that each member of the team

of tradespeople live up Lo his obligations if extra costs
in time and expenses are to be eliminated, This r,vould

invariably apply to whatever type of schedure may be used,
either conventional or systematic, like a network diagram.

ït must be realized that even the most sophisticated
type of planning and scheduling, and for that matter, even

contracts and agreements are only as good as the integrity,
expertise and financial capabilities of the participants.
Factory production and deli-very of build_ing components ¿ âs

welI, affect the on-site progress of a project. The cptrt is
effective in provi-ding a sequence of anticipated events, but
to transpose these events into some tangible product
requires competent personnel and financial responsibility.

Not unrike being responsible for the timely execution
of a project it, is also the general contractor who is solely
responsible to the owner for the performance of all trades;
smooth execution of a project may be hampered very seriously
if any one or severar of them do not fulfil their
responsibility.

The ideal, of course, would be a team of responsible
trades who take pride in carrying out their respective
functions well and during the time their activities are

scheduled." unless each party takes its responsibility
seriously, cPM can become merely an academic exercise"
selecting such a team is often very difficult, if not
impossible, as budgetary limitations often restrict the

..t
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general contractor as to which trades he can choose.

The generar contractor questi-ons very strongly the
present system of tendering. The acceptance of tenders by
the architect and owners, is by necessity, made upon a

price budget relationship. capitar costs are very crosely
set by the Department of Education, and most school- boards
are reluctant to exceed these to any extent. The general
contractor is then virtually forced to accept the lorr¡est
bids from sub-contractors in order to be able to tend_er

competitivery" As a result he often finds himself obliged
to accept sub-trades whose record-s of performance are
questionable. The onry apparent advantage is a reduced
price which enables the owners to meet their budget, but
this can easily prove to be false economy which can result
in premature replacement and maintenance costs.

The easy credit pattern r¿hi-ch has been adopted by
many wholesalers and manufacturers has tended to increase
the problems in the construction industry rather than
allevíate them" To "make a sale" suppriers have granted
many concessions ivhich make it far too easy to go into
business, Many former tradesmen have done this and found
themselves in financial- difficulty and unable to meet their
contractual obligations" This \^ras the case with two trade
contractors at the Ste" Rose project.

one should. point out, however, that the size of the
company is not necessarily related to the on-site performance.
fn the ste" Rose project the structural steel work was
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performed by a comparatively small company, and yet the
efficiency with which the job was performed was unexcerled.
The manufacturers of the steel decking and carpet, however,
who are amongst the largest in the country, created derays
that were also unequalled in this project"

rt is the general contractor's contention that if
sub-contractors \^/ere required to be bonded in similar manner

as are the general contractors, a very large risk factor
could be eliminated. This would also enable the general
contractor to be selective within a group of sub-trades that
are able to obtaín bonds and consequently increase the
effectiveness of CpM.

rn essence every party connected r.r¡ith a project must

be able and willing to produce if a project is to be carried
out efficienLly and. effectively. There must be singular and

combined commitment on the part of all concerned.

IMPORTANCE OF DEADLTNE DATES

rt is imperative that realistic deadline dates for
compretion of a project be set and ad.hered to as closely as

possible. This was not the case with respect to the project
at ste. Rose" There were reaIly two dates seto one by the
architect on behalf of the Board and the other by the
general contractor in his progress sched.ule. Based on the
completion date of the project the date set by the architect
proved to be the more realistic of the two but was not an

absolute necessity as there was no urgency for the building.
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Since it was not the intent to use the building
(except replacement areas for those being converted) until
the following school year, there v¡as no deadline during that
time that had to lce met. as long as the building vzas ready

for occupanclz for the fa}l term. The project was begun in
July and in view of the fact that approximately forty v¡eeks

\¡7as a realistic time f or construction, there was ample time

to spare" The Board's main concern was to set a deadline,

which was May I of the following year, as a safety precaution

that everything would be in readiness by September 1.

The lack of an absolute final date of complet.ion

presented a problem that could have been critícal in a

situation where the building was in fact requíred and planned

to be used sooner than was the case at Ste. Rose" A sense

of pressure has to exist at all times and urgency must be

implied¡ or a relaxed attítude will develop amongst the

trades. When such a situation develops the contractor is
faced. with cre!\is that see no high priority for really moving

and prolonged delays will invariably be the result. The

contractor's experience would suggest that in order to
prevent or at least minimize the possibility of this

happening, both the architect and the oviner should

continuously apply pressure for occupancy. Most trad.es

will respond favourably since it is not in their best

interests to have it known who delays a project"
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LEiVGTH OF VIORK UN]TS

one of the main weaknesses of any schedure can be

the length of the work unit" rf this unit is estabrished
in weeks rather than days various probrems can arise "

rt is much easier to assess responsibility for
job d'elays if units of time used are shorter, such as days

as opposed to weeks " using a block of a week can have over-
laps and it becomes much easier to pass on responsibility
from one trade to the next" rf days are used to designate
the length of time each activity should reguire then trades
can be more easíly identified and thus required to live up

to their responsibilities. A contractor could more easily
request a trade to make up a day at a time as opposed to a

week and expect the trade to comply with such a request.
This, in turn, could assist in expediting the carrying on

of other activities 
"

A problem, pecuriar to rural Manitoba, is that of
the avaj-labi1ity of sub-trades. Most of these operate out
of the larger towns or cities and are reluctant to come out
in the middle of a week. Tf time blocks are set up in weeks,

and either their services are not required at the beginninq
of the week or they are not ready to come at that time, then
they are not likely to come ouL mid-week, but will rather
wait until the beginning of the following weel<, thus a whole

week could easily be lost. rf time blocks were in units of
d.ays then trades could be required to come out at any time,
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irrespective of whether or not, to cite an exarì.pre, all- five
days of work all fell in the same work weekr or perhaps two

days one week and three the next.

Another possible advantage of using units of days

as opposed to weeks may be derived. in the event damages hacl

to be assessed against any particular trade" rt would. be

quite easy to determine damages on a daily basis whereas a

weekly basis could become quiLe nebulous and consequently

ineffectual-" The same, of course, could apply to any

bonuses 
"

ADVANTAGES

cPlvl affords an efficient and logical development

of a building project from outset to completion. rt helps

to avoid deray at any point which could seriously affect the

thorough and appropriate consideration of factors at another
point in the developmental sequence of work to be undertaken.

The following is a list of advantages that can be

gained by a school Board and school business officiars in
adopting CPM as a management tool:

1" A standard system of planning for design and

construction 
"

2 " A more effective tool for periodic rescheduling

and evaluating.

3. CPM could give the contractor a better control
over his job, and if he uses it effectively, would

enable him to submit lower bids "
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4" rt can offer a reriable basis for extension of
time and negotiations or assessment of liquidated
damages, should the need arise"

5. If change in personnel became necessary, it
could be easily accomplished as all records are

available at any point.

6" ff overtime had to be ordered, it would only be

applied to critical jobs, which could be easily
determined with the use of CpM.

7 " CPM would enhance the identification of
immediate or future trouble spots.

I " Quick rescheduling of a project to meet

unpredictable conditions or emergencies can be provided"

9 " Realistic and easily interpretable scheduling

can enhance ordering of furniture and supplies to
arrive at proper time.

10. A better analysis of change orders and appraisals

can be made.

11" CPM can be used to provide the Board with the

correct information and fix responsibilities of the

various parties involved.

12" The Board can be in a better position to arrange

financing more efficiently by being able to determine

times of payments to contractors "

I3. If changes are required, rediagramming can

ind.icate the impact of such changes on cost and timing,

and adjustments can be made accordingly"
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14" The most important advantager after experience

is gained, is the reduction in time required to

complete a project" With this advantage the opening

of a school can be schedul-ed with a better assurance

that the d.ate can be met. This can result not only in

educational benefits but in a red-uction of costs as well"

DISADVANTAGES

Not unlike any other system the CPM can and does

have certain disadvantages " Network analysís is not the

solution to all management problems. It is not a substitute

for the manager's k-nowledge, intelligence, experience and

judgment, but merely a tool to facilitate and co-ordinate

these "

Some of the maín d.isadvantages can be listed. as

follows:

I. A poorly organized. network can be worse than any

conventional or traditíona1 schedule, and can thus

compound problems rather than alleviate them"

2" Personnel who have no knowledge and understanding

of the system can be helplessly lost and create problems

that might otherwise be avoided or not develop at all"

3" The method of analyzing, diagramming and adjusting

a CPM network can easily become too complex and too

cumbersome" Details must be considered- carefully,

but an imaginative flexibility of the system must be

allowed to Prevail"
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4 " Use of CPM may tend to reduce a1I time

considerations to objective fact" Adequate allowance

for flexibility must be maintained for many subjective
considerations of a building program that are difficurt
to pin-point or accura-te1y time. These same subjective
considerations will be imperative to the project develop-

ment "

5" An attitude of "policing a project" must not be

allowed to develop. The advantage of CPM is to assist
and co-ordj-nate" It may be used to isolate problems,

but an over-aII attitude of co-operation and.

participatj-on must be nurtured carefully if the

technique is to be effective.

A SUMMARY

The preceding sections have been a review of the

major findings regardìng CPM" The review points out the

costs and expertise involved, the various implications and

experiential solutions. A variety of experienced and

possible advantages are listed along with the disadvantages

that may be encountered" The following and final chapter

of this study will attempt to highlite the features of

CPM and a conventional system along with recommendations

for their use as well as suggestions for further study.



CHAPTER VII

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECCMMENDATTONS

;UMMARY

The need for this study arose from the various types

of difficulties that school officials are experiencing if
school building construction projects are not carefully and

adequately planned.

The Problem

The purpose of this study was to examine the

usefulness of cPM for pranning and scheduling school building
construction" Means are needed to improve management

controls that might alleviate such difficulties as 3

1. frustrations, inconveniences and losses resurtant
from delays in completion of a school building, and

2" cost over-runs

The Desi_gn _of lhe Study

This was a case study designed to illustrate and

assess the application of cpM to school building construc-
tion" The study concerned itself with the constructíon

of a major addition to an existing school at Ste. Rose du

Lac, Manitoba, in the Turtle River school Division Number 32"

Following the review of literature the CpM was

described. and illustrated by way of two examples.

s.
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This was then followed by a presentatíon of the

contractorts schedule as submitted to the Division Board..

This schedule was then transformed into a CPM network.

The two schedules lrere compared.

Although the CPM network was not prepared at the

outset of the project it was used to compare actual progress

as estimated by each of the schedules that of the

contractor and the CPM network" The requirement to use the

CPM network was not enforced but rather used to monitor the

actual progress as estimated in the contractorrs schedule.

This study was done with the co-operation and

assistance of both the architect and the general contractor

and their views and opinions are reflected ín the chapter

devoLed to the major findings.

Summary of Findings

A number of findings have resulted from this stud.y"

These can be categorized under several main headings:

1" Cost of planning and implementing. The initial

and operative costs associated with the use of CPM may

not be worth it to any one party of a project, that is

the architect, the contractor or the owner, but a

sharing of these costs would be an excellent investment

that would eventually produce great dividends.

2" Benef its derive_d from_activity b€Cek4own.

Breaking down a project into the component activities

provides benefits related to planning and scheduling "
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By its very nature a cpM network causes critical think-
ing and replanning before sched.uling is diagram.ed. It
then provides a visual aid that ma-kes monitoring easier

and more efficient"

3, D_ealing_with proble,mrs. Discretion j-s the better
part of valour and should prevail in dealíng with
problems of sub-trades and suppliers. Various measures

can be taken and certain recourses are open but unless

discreetly exercised can produce negative long-term

results.
4. Avoiding diff_iculties. Numerous d_ifficultíes could

have been avoided in this project had. the CpM been

applied. CPM could have provided cl-oser monitoring and

potential trouble spots could have been identified and

avoided.

5. fmplications for thg respective .parties involved,
All parties must be willing and able to live up to their
responsibilities in the total project or d.elays and very

likely increased costs will result"
6. Importance of deadline dates. It is imperative

that realistic and definite deadline dates for completion

be established. Unless this is done and adhered to,

numerous delays are 1ike1y to develop. There must exist

at all times a sense of urgency or a relaxed approach

will invariably develop"

7 " Establishing l_ength of ycrk units " The length of

the work units should be established on a daily rather

i
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By its very nature a cpM network causes critical think-
ing and replanning before scheduling is diagram.ed. Tt
then provides a visual aid that makes monitoring easier
and more efficient"

3. D_ealing with proþle4g. Discret,ion is the better
part. of valour and should prevail in d.ealing with
problems of sub-trades and suppliers " various measures

can be taken and certain recourses are open but unress

discreetly exercised can produce negative long-term

results "

4. Avoidiryg difficulties. Numerous d.ifficulties could

have been avoided in this project had. the CpM been

applied. cPM could have provided closer monitoring and

potential trouble spots could have been identified. and

avoided..

5. Implications for the_ re.spective .parties ínvolved.

All parties must be willing and able to live up to their
responsibilities in the total project or delays and very

likely increased costs will result.
6. Importance of deadline dates-. ït is imperative

that realistic and definite deadline dates for completion

be established, Unless this ís done a.nd adhered to,
numerous delays are likely to develop" There must exist
at all times a sense of urgency or a relaxed approach

will invariably develop"

7" Establishing leng!þ of lderk units-. The length of

the work units should be established on a daily rather;ì

I
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than weekly basis" rf project activities are based on

number of weeks rather than days, time loss can easily
occur. Make up time becomes difficult and pin-pointing
responsibilities for delays becomes more so.

B " Advantages and disadvantages. There are numerous

advantages to be gained from the use of a management

technique like cpM. These are listed in the previous
chapters, Along with these are also listed some

possible disadvantages and should be heeded to ensure

maximum returns from CpM"

CONCLUSTONS

on the basis of this study r wourd conclude that
CPM is useful under the following conditions:

1. that it be a co-operative effort involving the
architectn contractor and o\^/ner

2" that each of the parties concerned have an

understanding of the technique,

3" that it not be used as a tool for policing but
rather as a managiement technique used to monitor,
co-ordinate and control progress of activities and

flow of materials

4 " that it be used in the planning process ancl

applied from the beginning of the project
5" that the owner, rather than just expect to

realize immediate cosL savings, accept CpM as an

assurance that the job will be d.one efficiently and

..s
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within the schedured- period of time (both considerations
which can bring about long range savings)

6 " that it be updated as conditions and times

dictate in order that necessary steps be taken to
overcome unanticipated difficulties, and

7. that the CpM technique not be viewed as a

cure-aIl but rather as a management technique which

is useful only when properly ad.ministered

r would further conclude that wherever cpM is used

wisely by a project manager who understands its strengths
and weakness, it can be an effective amplifier of his
managerial skills and it can produce the following results:

1" a disciplined approach to p1a_nning

2" a better definition of the scope of the work

3 " a separation of planning and scheduling

4- an identification of the criti-ca1 activities
5" a graphic plan of work which can be

constructively reviewed

6 " better communication between and amongst people

7 - more accurate forecast of time requirements, and.

B. cost and resource forecasts, if needed

RECOMMENDATIONS

Taking into consi-deration the findings derived from

this study and the increasing acceptance of cpM by industry,
T would recommend that cpM be used as an integral part of
construction management in education. Although we are
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primarily concerned here with school buildings being

completed on time, and with minimal, if any, cost over*

runso the technique could be equally successful- in any type

of construction as well as other areas of management and

planning.

Recognizing the fact that CPM is not widely known

and littIe used in Manitoba ed.ucational circles, a number

of recommendations are worthy of consideration:

1" that school trustees and administrators become

better informed as to the possibilities of CPM and how

to use it

2 " that orientaLion courses in management techniques

like CPM be made more readily available (at present the

University of Manitoba offers these on a very limited

basis to limited enrolments)

3. that the Department of Education develop some

policy and guidebook on the use of CPM

4. that CPM become a requirement in school building

construction which would ultimately result in more

competitive bid.d-ing and help keep costs from rising so

dramatically, and

5" that CPl4 not be confined to construction

management but applied to other areas of educational

planningr e"g" implementation of ne\^r programs,

d.esigning new approaches to instruction, experimenting

with evaluative procedures and change-over of educational

systems
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AREAS FOR FURTHER STUDY

This case study has examined the usefulness of CpM

planning and scheduling a school building construction
project" Since it was based on only one case I feel there

are other areas in which CPM could be applied.

Generating Alternate Costs And _T-Lrnes

This study was based on a one time estimate. It
might be useful to use this method of planning to generate

three time estimates - optimistic, probable and pessimistic,

and then apply these to a specific project. Tt could

similarily be used to generate alternate costs, which was

not done in this study" An established cost was accepted

and was not a main consideratíon.

Comparing Ru{a1 And Urban Cogts

This case study was based on a rural setting. The

availability of materials and trades might be much more

constraining on rural projects than urban ones" A

comparison of the two may identify in¡hether or not there are

increased costs due to the location of a project. Such

findings could support rural Boards of Education in their
requests to the government for more financial assistance,

based on their proximity to the main centre of materials

and labour supply (in Manitoba's case it would be Winnipeg).

It might also serve as a guide to more realistic scheduling

by architects and contractors 
"
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Utilization

This study was based on manual computations; a
computer was not utilized.. A study and comparison of each

might reveal some very useful information and evaluate the

merits and limitations of each.

Application To gther Areas .Of Edu"cation.

Long rangie educational planning can use a much more

systematic approach than is being evidenced in many instances

at the present time. Rather than being confined to the

provision of physical facilities CPM could be applied. to

areas like introduction of new programs, the utilization
of facilities and the use of different techniques and.

approaches to instruction. CPM could well be the answer

to many of the problems that arise due to insuffj-cient or

haphazard pranning. such a study might provide information
that could enhance the fulfillment of this very important

responsibility 
"
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